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A General Hospital
Established as St. Raphael's Hospital in 1885
Sponsored by the Sisters of St. Benedict.
St. Joseph, Minnesota
and
The Diocese of St. Cloud

Independently Incorporated in 1962 as a Non-Profit Institution

Licensed by the State of Minnesota

Fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals

Nationally approved for.training nurses, medical technologists
and radiologic technologists

Member of the American Hospital Association
American Dental Association
Catholic Hospital Association
Pope John XXIII Medical-Moral Research
and Education Center
Minnesota Hospital Association
Minnesota Conference of Catholic Health Facilities
Minnesota Hospital Service Association
Minnesota Association for Private Vocational Schools
• Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce
North American Association of Alcoholism Programs
International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities

AFFILIATED WITH. . • •
The College of St. Benedict programs in baccalaureate nursing, medical technology, personnel work, mental health associates, and social work

•

St. Cloud State University programs in communications media, medical technology, alcohol and chemical addiction, social service and rehabilitation, speech pathology, systems design, development and community relations, secretarial, and personnel
St. John's University programs for Divinity students, and alcohol and chemical addiction
St. Cloud Area Vocational-Technical Institute programs for licensed practical nurses, emergency medical technicians, and operating room technicians
University of North Dakota and Tufts University for internships in occupational therapy
North Dakota State School of Science for internships for certified occupational therapy assistants
St. Scholastica College for internships in physical therapy
University of Minnesota for internships in occupational therapy, pharmacy extern program, masters in nursing, and physical therapy
The College of St. Catherine for internships in occupational therapy
St. Louis University for administrative residency .
Alexandria Area Vocational-Technical Institute for training dietetic assistants and certified lab assistants
Area D Dietetic program for dietetic traineeships
Anoka Area Vocational-Technical Institute for training medical secretaries
Bethel Theological Seminary program in pastoral care
Willmar State Hospital for training in chemical dependency counseling
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IN THE. BEGINNING
1928
As recorded in 1928 .

"St. Raphael's Hospital (now St. Cloud Hospital) was established
in 1885.
"The training school of nursing was started at the St. Raphael's
Hospital in 1908.
Miss Johnson was the first Superintendent of the
nursing school.
On November 14, 1915, the School of Nursing was
duly approved by Miss Lydia Keller, the Examiner.
"The new and present Record System was started on June 1, 1921.
No. 22,648, Miss Hortense Fandel, was the first admission. (1978 Ed.
Note: The new system was use of specially designed forms for permanent retention of social and medal information in a separate folder
for each patient which holds all of the information for every admission for that patient. The system is still is use. It replaced use
of one line in a bound record book as the only permanent medical record of a patient's admission to the hospital.)
"Saint Cloud Hospital opened February 16, 1928. The last record
number, #37575, was the final closing one. First admission of a patient beginning with the new number, #1, was Mr. Ernest M. Paul, admitted January 1, 1928. The first admission to the new building was
for obstetrics--Mrs. Wm. J. McDonald, and her baby, William, was the
first newborn in St. Cloud Hospital. Their numbers are 287 and 288.
The attending physician was Dr. John N. Libert.

•

"St. Cloud Hospital was erected in 1926 and 1927 and was complete for occupancy in February,1928.The cost,complete and furnished,
was $1,650,000. There were 144 rooms for patients: 123 with one bed,
16 with two beds, 2 with three beds, 3 with four beds, 10 beds for
children and 30 newborn bassinetS.
"There were 27 physicians and surgeons on the Regular Staff, 12
on the Visiting or Associate Staff and 20 dentists."

And after fifty years .

•

•

•
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•
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The church establishes institutions such as St. Cloud Hospital in order to bring
Christ to others and thus reflect its love for Him. • • •

BOARD OF TRU.STE.E.5
"The mission of the Church is not only
to bring people the message and grace of
Christ, but also to permeate and improve the

whole range of the temporal." Vatican II,
Decree on the Apostolate of Lay People, No. 5,
Pope Paul VI concretized this statement
by saying that "the Church exists to bring
the person of Christ to people." To make the
person of Christ live in our time is the purpose of the Church and is the vocation of
every Christian.
The Church establishes institutions such as Saint Cloud Hospital in
order to bring Christ to others and thus reflect its love for Him.
How does one "bring a person" to other
How can "Christ be made to live in
this time"? A person can be "made to live"
when others communicate and live the values
which are identified with, or which characterize that person.
A value is a truth which
determines actions. A value is different from
a mere belief because mere beliefs do not always influence our actions in a significant
way.
For one to possess a value means that
the individual has not only assented to a
truth, but that one has invested oneself in
that truth, and it governs the person's or
people?

Father Robert Harren

the institution's activity.

TRUSTEES IN 1977-78
Father Robert Harren
Mr. Gene Bakke
Dr. Paul Moran
Sister Katherine Howard
Mr. Cy Kuefler
Sister Giovanni Bieniek
Mr. Bernard Gruenes
Sister Herena Mueller
Dr. Dwight Jaeger
Sister Miriam Ardolf
Sister Kara Hennes
Mr. Edward Stockinger
Dr. Robert Wick
Sister Paul levier
Dr. Roger Rovelstad

Communicating Christ means communicating
values that are important to Him.
The first
criterion of a Christian institution, then,
is to bring the person of Christ to others
because those in the organization love Him.
This means to communicate through institutional presence and activity the values for which
Christ lived, died and rose to glorified life.

During the year 1977=78 the Board of
Trustees has continued efforts to bring about
the above-mentioned ideal at St. Cloud Hospital by providing high quality health care in
an atmosphere of Christian and human compassion.
In their endeavors the trustees were
encouraged by the 1977 Report of the Catholic
Hospital Association Study Committee which

provided new challenges and approaches for

Christian health care.

Among the many special activities and events of this year, the opening and
dedication of St. Benedict's Center on April 12, 1978,marked a major step in St.
Cloud Hospital's extension of health care to the elderly. Sister Rita Budig's
leadership as administrator at St. Benedict's Center is gratefully acknowledged.
The accomplishments of this year are the result of many people working in
unison. I am grateful to each member of the St. Cloud Hospital family for their
assistance. The sponsorship of St. Cloud Hospital by the Sisters of the Order
of St. Benedict and the Diocese of St. Cloud expresses St. Cloud Hospital's
role in the Catholic health care ministry and provides the vision needed to minister to God's people in an institutional way. For their sponsorship I am
grateful.
I extend my personal appreciation and gratitude to the members of the Board
of Trustees for their wholehearted commitment to St. Cloud Hospital, to Gene
Bakke for his leadership as Chief Executive Officer and his dedication to the
Catholic health care apostolate.
As I leave the Board of Trustees, I am grateful to Sister Katherine Howard,
O.S.B., for assuming the leadership of the Board. I am confident that under her
leadership the person of Christ shall be brought to others in ever more effective ways.

C,

1 -t-Cti-t)t-PAA-•

Reverend Robert C. Harren
Chairman of the Board
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In this fiftieth anniversary year .

• •

EXECUTIVE. VICE PRESIDENT
Gene S. Bakke
pays tribute to all who have cared for the
sick since 1928 . .
The year 1978 marks the fiftieth year
of service to the people of St. Cloud and
surrounding area by the Saint Cloud Hospital.
Over that half century literally hundreds of
thousands of people have sought and received
care for their illnesses and injuries; and
thousands of doctors, Sisters, chaplains,
nurses and other skilled and dedicated personnel,volunteers and others have used their
talents to help people become whole and well
again. In this fiftieth anniversary year we
pay tribute to all who, since the hospital
opened its doors at its new location in 1928,
have played a part in caring for patients.
One of the characteristics of Saint
Cloud
Hospital that is brought out in its
Gene S. Bakke
history is an ability to adjust to a rapidly
changing environment--increasing numbers of
patients to be served, new technology, more highly trained physicians, an expandAgain in 1978 we have witnessed a growth in the number of
ing referral area.
New or improved technology
both inpatients and outpatients admitted for care.
has been added to the already substantial armamentarium available to treat patients. More highly trained physicians and other professionals have joined our
staff during the past year. The percentage of patients admitted from outside St.
Cloud has increased from 49% in 1963 to almost 70% in 1978, firmly establishing
St. Cloud as a major medical referral center.
This historical pattern of growth in numbers of patients to be served and
expansion in the geographical area from which patients are referred raises the
question of whether this growth in numbers and area of service will continue into the future. In an effort to find the answers the Board of Trustees last Fall
directed that an update of our Master Plan be developed. And while the planning
process has not yet been completed, indications are that there are a number of
medical services in which there is a distinct likelihood of increasing patient
demand, requiring consideration of some significant changes in program emphasis,
professional skills and facility and equipment resources.
Besides expansion in services to hospital patients during the past year,
1978 saw the completion of St. Benedict's Center, a 220-bed nursing home facility for the care of the elderly operated as a subsidiary of Saint Cloud Hospital.
Opened in April, 1978, it is expected to be fully occupied by the end of October,
reaching full occupancy well ahead of projections made during the planning process. Built to replace St. Raphael's and St. Joseph's Homes and the hospital's
50-bed skilled nursing unit, St. Benedict's Center meets a vital community need
left unmet by the closing of those facilities. A special word of commendation
is due Administrator Sister Rita Budig,O.S.B., and her staff who have skillfully
guided the Center through its final year of construction, organization and preparation for its opening and assuring proper care for the Center's increasing
number of patients.
3

Another significant forward step taken during the past year was the organization of a Development Council, consisting of people in the community committed
to obtaining capital funds for patient care programs and services. With the
leadership of the Council's chairman and former hospital trustee Edward A. Zapp,
Sr., over $40,000 in contributed funds have already been raised.
The complexities of operating a health care facility the size and scope of
St. Cloud Hospital are many and varied. To properly meet the needs of patients
at an acceptable level of quality and within reasonable boundaries of cost requires the best efforts of many people--some fifteen hundred full and part-time
personnel, two hundred physicians and dentists, three hundred adult and junior
volunteers, a dedicated Board of Trustees and active support of the sponsors of
the entire operation--the Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict and the Diocese
of St. Cloud. Among these groups some have assumed leadership roles deserving
particular thanks.
Dr. Roger Rovelstad, who served as Chief of the Medical Staff during the
past year, performed admirably in an increasingly demanding and time-consuming
role. That physicians like him are willing to give so freely of their time and
expertise without any monetary reward demonstrates a spirit of dedication and
self-sacrifice not often duplicated.
This year also saw completion of six-year terms of service on the Board of
Trustees by Sister Herena Mueller, O.S.B., and Cy Kuefler. Both made significant
contributions in time and effort to the work of the Board.
Sister Henrita Osendorf, O.S.B., who completed sixteen years as President
of the Board of Trustees on June 30, 1977, also retired from the Board during
the past year. Enough cannot possibly be said about the inspired leadership she
gave the hospital during her service as President and member of the Board.
And finally, our deep appreciation to Rev. Robert C. Harren who retired
from the Board of Trustees on June 30, 1978, after serving three years as member
and as its President during his last year of service. His careful and sensitive
approach to the difficult problems confronted by the Board will be remembered
with gratitude and admiration.
With the close of our fiftieth year,we
of service given by all those who have been
that half century. It was accomplished as
commitment to care for our fellowman. I am
a part of it.

justifiably take pride in the record
involved at St. Cloud Hospital over
a team effort, based on a Christian
privileged and grateful to have been

Gene S. Bakke
Executive Vice President

CHIEF OF THE

rY\E.D1CAL STAFF

A retrospective look at 1977-78 diminishes
the possibilities of summing up a year's "reign"
in one or two words, and I'm content to realize
that the year was a small adventure in the larger picture of the history of St. Cloud Hospital.
The view from the Throne was, in general, pleasing. The progress made, and the puzzles solved,
however, resulted from the efforts of the entire
Medical Staff--and to each of them belongs the
credit and our thanks. The strengthening of the
departments and the willingness to accept committee appointments to grapple with the problems at
hand made progress possible; and the continually
developing sense of need for cooperation and mutual help between Administration and Medical
Staff has become, gratefully, more and more evident.

Dr. Roger J. Rovelstad

OFFICERS OF MEDICAL STAFF
Dr. Roger Rovelstad
Dr. Harry Windschitl,
Chief of Staff-Elect
Dr. Larue Dahlquist
Secretary

No report from a Chief of Staff could be
complete without a word of thanks to the crew
that works daily to keep the Ship of State on an
even keel. Early in the year our concerns were
centered around the illness of Bob Cumming, our
DCME and anchor man--the concern blending into
gratitude for his safe return from the operating
room. Bev Christ, the lady who makes it all happen in the Staff Office, added aviation to her
skills,and Toni Blenkush Thompson watched us all
beam as she marched down the aisle. No amount
of expressed thanks can compensate for all the
work these three have done.
Thanks, indeed, to Mr. Bakke and the Administration crew, and to the Board of Trustees.
There is no question in my mind about the good
fortune this Medical Staff has in the alliance
of Staff, Administration and Trustees--communication lines are wide open, and formal discussions
are enhanced by Staff Officer participation in
Administrative Council meetings and by the mechanics of having the Chief of Staff a member of
the Board of Trustees.
,

Subtle changes which have been occurring
in the practice of medicine and the functioning
of a hospital over the past few years have been
more and more in evidence in the past year. Much
like waiting for that second shoe to drop upstairs, each day brought some apprehension over
new rules and regulations dreamed up by government which might appear in the morning mail. The
establishment of the H.S.A.'s became a reality
and appear to be here to stay--an example of the
5

unsought for controls that can't be ignored, but require that we work constantly
to modify their rules so that our patients will be winners, not losers. A proliferation of agencies has occurred and with each, burdensome rules for compliance which may be contrary to rules laid down by other agencies. Much of this
has been promulgated under the banner of "Cost Containment" --but accomplishing
just the opposite. I doubt that at any other time in history has there been such
a clash between the myth of bureaucratic efficiency and the quality care of sick
patients by competent physicians and hospital administrators.
Down to specifics.
The y'ear brought us several new physicians and affiliates, and one of the happy aspects of this job was to welcome them aboard.
The
way was paved for adding the new dimension of podiatry to the system. The Infection Control Committee expanded its horizons; the P.A.R. went to full 24-hour
coverage. Medical Staff officers participated in Board of Trustees' and Department Heads' retreats, and represented the staff at the Catholic Hospital Association Assembly in New Orleans.
This past year saw the opening of St. Benedict's Center and the closing of
the Extended Care Facility on 3NW which will soon house the A C Unit. The
clinical department chiefs and head nurses met to discuss mutual problems; on St.
Luke's Day a most enjoyable evening was prepared for the staff by the administration.
The 75% rule of attendance at Medical Staff and clinical department
meetings met its test and proved workable.
The Swan-Ganz catheter appeared in
the ICU-CCU.
A home for the CT scanner was begun; the diet manual was updated.
Committee structures were dealt with and the list of standing committees expanded. Friday Forums, now fully accredited for Continuing Medical Education credits,
continued to improve in quality and applicability. Administration, trustees and
staff officers considered and clarified the Ethical and Religious Directives as
applied to this hospital. The number of audits grew, attesting to the desire of
the Staff to monitor the quality of care at St. Cloud Hospital. The list of activities goes on and on--even to include an update of the list of abbreviations
used in charting. Many of these activities can be called "housekeeping," but
each took time and people willing to devote that time.
And although at first glance things might seem all tidied up,another subtle
evolution was occurring--the changing nature of medical care as evidenced by the
rise of St. Cloud Hospital to classification as a regional center. For help in
solving some recognizable deficiencies, Frank Briggs was called upon. His anal• ysis of the past and vision of the future have presented us with sobering new
concepts in expansion of the hospital to cope with the present and prepare for
future needs. Opportunity was given for each of the Medical Staff members to
meet with the planners, and the resulting suggestions will occupy the agendas of
hospital organizations for some time to come.
I'm grateful that I was given the opportunity to serve as Chief of Staff.
The glimpses I had of the complexities of operating a hospital of this size--and
of trying to respond to the needs of a Medical Staff this large--were humbling.
But the year also taught me to be proud of St. Cloud Hospital.

Roger A. Rovelstad, M.D.
Chief of the Medical Staff
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MEDICAL STAFF
In 1928: 27 Active Staff Physicians

12 Visiting Staff

20 Dentists

On June 30, 1978:
HONORARY MEDICAL STAFF
Dr. H. B. Clark

Dr. C. S. Donaldson
Dr. P. L. Halenbeck
Dr. G. H. Goehrs

Dr. J. B. Gaida

ACTIVE MEDICAL STAFF BY DEPARTMENTS
ANESTHESIA

*Dr.
+Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

L.
J.
W.
J.
A.
J.

M.
M.
H.
W.
D.
C.

Espeland
Gacusana
Rice
Smith
Espelien
Belshe

EENT

*Dr.
+Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

G.
J.
H.
S.
R.
R.
W.

L. Jurgens
E. Heeter
T. Hob day
H. Koop
A. Schlorf
P. Koenig
T. Wenner**

FAMILY PRACTICE

MEDICINE
*Dr. David Hanson
+Dr. Mary Ann Stiles
Dr. J. J. Ballantine
Dr. R. W. Burmaster
Dr. H. H. Engman
Dr. James Kelly
Dr. G. K. Kvistberg
Dr. W. L. Lindquist
Dr. T. H. Luby
Dr. P. T. Moran
Dr. R. L. Thienes
Dr. H. E. Windschitl
OBSTETRICS - GYNECOLOGY

*Dr.
+Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

M.
D.
E.
L.
J.
J.
A.

C.
A.
H.
A.
R.
N.
T.

Flanagan
Ritchie
Dziubinski
Loes
Lyons
Olinger
Rozycki

PEDIATRICS
*Dr. D. C. Heckman
+Dr. B. L. John
Dr. T. L. Cress
Dr. S. D. Sommers
Dr. J. W. Wahl
PSYCHIATRY
*Dr. H. J. Brattensborg
+Dr. P. L. Warner
Dr. J. A. Willie .
RADIOLOGY
*Dr. P. H.
+Dr. P. R.
Dr. W. J.
Dr. R. E.
Dr. B. R.

VanderStoep
Berger
Held
Fedor
Rogers

Dr. T. L. Wyne
+Dr. John Kelly
SURGERY
Dr. C. W. Alden
*Dr. B. R. Bancroft
Dr. W. A. Autrey
+Dr. J. F. Brix
Dr. J. C. Bauman
Dr. H. M. Broker
Dr. R. J. Cesnik
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Dr. F. T. Brown
Dr. R. J. Cumming
*Dr. D. R. Gilchrist
Dr. J. F. DeVinck
Dr. L. V. Dahlquist
+Dr. R. J. Scheuerell
Dr.
R. A. Rovelstad
Dr. L. M. Evans
Dr. J. A. Iverson
Dr.
C.
B. Thuringer
Dr. T. G. Murn
Dr. D. E. Jaeger
Dr.
D.
M.
VanNos trand
Dr. V. E. Neils
Dr. E. M. LaFond
Dr. E. J. Schmitz
Dr. J. P. O'Keefe
Dr. J. H. Zeleny
Dr. R. T. Petersen
UROLOGY
Dr. R. F. Rafferty
PATHOLOGY
*Dr. J. T. Harbaugh
Dr. R. A. Slanga
*Dr. M. S. Bozanich
+Dr. P. B. Kavaney
Dr. C. D. Stiles
+Dr. R. A. Murray
Dr. C. P. Ehlen
Dr. L. H. Wittrock
Dr. J. J. Hansen
*Chief +Vice Chief
Dr. K. R. Williamson
**Dr. W. T. Wenner was a member of the original Active Medical Staff in 1928.

•

Dr. J. A. Debros
Dr. R. G. Dumonceaux
Dr. R. L. Elg
.

v\iv

ASSOCIATE MEDICAL STAFF

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

F.
J.
M.
J.

J.
H.
T.
D.
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Engman
Geiser
Moberg
Oggel

Dr. T. R. Pladson
Dr. N. F. Reuter
Dr. P. J. Zook

COURTESY MEDICAL STAFF
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

J.
J.
R.
C.
F.
D.
L.
J.
R.
C.
I.
P.
K.
S.
T.
L.
E.
D.
L.

R.
I.
E.
C.
H.
A.
H.
B.
C.
F.
L.
J.
V.
N.
H.
L.
E.
E.
A.

Allen
Aus man
Backus
Baker
Baumgartner
Beehler, D.O.
Bendix
Beuning
Bonnabeau, Jr.
Brigham
Brodsky
Bubak
Chilgren
Chou
Davis
Dehnel
Emerson
Erickson
French

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

R.
M.
0.
C.
B.
D.
M.
R.
M.
J.
S.
R.
G.
R.
R.
J.
B.
O.

F.
J.
M.
W.
J.
D.
C.
A.
H.
C.
R.
J.
M.
E.

Galbraith
Gregg
Grudem
Hall
Hughes
Hurd
Hurr
Jensen
Kelleher
Kovacs
Lancer
Marsh
Martin
Maxwell
Mueller
P. McNamara
A. Norback
C. Phares

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

S.
R.
B.
R.
R.
L.
E.
P.
L.
H.
L.
R.
H.
R.
L.
R.
L.
A.
R.

J.
J.
M.
R.
T.
J.
J.
M.
M.
E.
H.
C.
H.
G.
A.
F.
T.
H.
V.

Raetz
Salk
Samson
Sawtell
Schapiro
Schut
Seljeskog
Silverstein
Simon
Sisk
Stahn
Stoltz
Stonnington
Tinkham
Town
Ulvestad
Wood
Zachman
Zarling

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
A- Dr.

K.
A.
D.
R.
J.

J.
G.
R.
L.
H.

Richter
Simi
Stromsborg
Stromsborg
Wenner

ACTIVE DENTAL STAFF
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

G.
K.
J.
T.
T.

F.
L.
M.
H.
H.

Baumgartner
Catton
Collier
Como
Dedolph

Dr.
*Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

J.
J.
J.
D.

F.
H.
A.
C.

Kline
Kropp
Muenzhuber
Pull

ASSOCIATE DENTAL STAFF
Dr. H. J. Larson

Dr. J. D. Nydahl
COURTESY DENTAL STAFF

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

G.
L.
G.
R.
H.
D.
R.
L.
R.
V.
R.
D.
P.

C.
E.
W.
P.
S.
L.
M.
V.
B.
A.
J.
J.
H.

Cargill
Carlson
Cook
Cook
Elliott
Halstrom
Halstrom
Hanson
Hoghaug
Licari
Lorbiecki
Mackinac
Moos

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

M.
N.
N.
J.
J.
J.
R.
T.
J.
R.
W.
J.
S.
N.

F.
B.
D.
B.
M.
J.
J.
G.
P.
G.
J.
V.
R.
L.

Mueller
Nelson
Pappenfus
Pike
Pike
Popp
Provinzino
Reichert
Schad
Schaefer
Streed
Urick
Wilcox
Wolseth
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C-OrlflITTEES OF THE MEDICAL STAFF
1977 - 1978

EXECUTIVE
*Dr. R. A.
Dr. H. E.
Dr. L. V.
Dr. L. M.
Dr. M. C.
Dr. H. J.
Dr. P. H.
Dr. M. S.
Dr. J. T.
Dr. B. R.

COMMITTEE
Rovelstad
Windschitl
Dahlquist
Espeland
Flanagan
Brattensborg
Vander Stoep
Bozanich
Harbaugh
Bancroft

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

J. M. Gacusana
S. H. Koop
J. H. Kropp
G. L. Jurgens
D. L. Hanson
T. L. Wyne
D. R. Gilchrist
D. C. Heckman
R. J. Cumming,
ex officio

INFECTION
*Dr. J. H.
Dr. M. S.
Dr. J. M.
Dr. J. F.

CONTROL COMMITTEE
Zeleny
Dr.
Bozanich
Dr.
Gacusana
Dr.
DeVinck
Dr.

B.
J.
C.
P.

L.
R.
W.
T.

John
Lyons
Alden
Moran

JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
*Dr. R. A. Rovelstad
Dr. S. H. Koop
Dr. H. E. Windschitl
Dr. R. P. Koenig
Dr. L. V. Dahlquist

REHABILITATION COMMITTEE
*Dr. J. A. Iverson
Dr. J. D. Oggel
Dr. P. T. Moran
Dr. C. W. Alden
Dr. D. E. Jaeger
Dr. J. F. Brix
Dr. P. L. Warner

BYLAWS
*Dr. E.
Dr. J.
Dr. W.

RESPIRATORY CARE COMMITTEE
*Dr. L. M. Espeland
Dr. J. C. Belshe
Dr. W. L. Lindquist
Dr. J. W. Wahl
Dr. K. R. Williamson

COMMITTEE
M. Lafond
J. Ballantine
T. Wenner

Dr. James Kelly
Dr. W. H. Rice

CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
► Dr. R. P. Koenig
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PHARMACY AND THERAPEUTICS COMMITTEE
*Dr. R. A. Schlorf
Dr. A. D. Espelien
Dr. C. D. Stiles
Dr. C. W. Alden
Dr. R. W. Burmaster
Dr. T. H. Luby

Dr. E. M. Lafond
Dr. P. L. Warner
Dr. R. Stromsberg

RADIOISOTOPE COMMITTEE
*Dr. P. H. Vander Stoep Dr. R. E. Fedor
Dr. H. E. Windschitl
Dr. R. A. Murray

Dr. S. H. Koop
Dr. J. W. Smith
Dr. C. D. Stiles

SURGICAL SUITE COMMITTEE
*Dr. B. R. Bancroft
Dr.
Dr. L. M. Espeland
Dr.
Dr. M. C. Flanagan
Dr.
Dr. J. T. Harbaugh
Dr.

EDUCATION - LIBRARY - MEDICAL RECORDS
(ELMER) COMMITTEE
Dr. R. J. Cumming
Dr. H. T. Hobday
Dr. B. R. Rogers
Dr. T. G. Murn
Dr. R. J. Scheuerell
Dr. J. R. Lyons
Dr. W. L. Lindquist
Dr. F. T. Brown

TRANSFUSION SUBCOMMITTEE
*Dr. K. R. Williamson
Dr. H. E. Windschitl
Dr. D. M. VanNostrand Dr. Mike Espeland
UTILIZATION REVIEW COMMITTEE
*Dr. B. R. Bancroft
Dr. C. W. Alden
Dr. James Hansen
Dr. B. R. Rogers
Dr. P. H. Vander Stoep Dr. A. T. Rozycki

L.
L.
F.
R.

Jurgens
Wyne
Brix
Gilchrist

EMERGENCY-OUTPATIENT COMMITTEE
*Dr. D. M. VanNostrand
Dr. H. M. Broker
Dr. T. L. Cress
Dr. J. W. Wahl
Dr. R. J. Scheuerell
INTENSIVE
*Dr. H. H.
Dr. J. M.
Dr. L. V.

CARE UNIT COMMITTEE
Engman
Dr. F. T. Brown
Gacusana
Dr. J. F. Brix
Dahlquist

CORONARY CARE UNIT COMMITTEE
*Dr. David Hanson
Dr. James Kelly
Dr. C. D. Stiles
Dr. Mary Stiles

ORGAN DONATION COMMITTEE
*Dr. J. F. DeVinck
Dr. J. F. Brix
Dr. H. T. Hobday

ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
UNIT COMMITTEE
*Dr. V. E. Neils
Dr. P. L. Warner
Dr. J. A. Willie
Dr. R. A. Slanga
Dr. R. F. Rafferty

TUMOR CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Dr. H. E. Wiridschitl
Dr. B. R. Rogers
Dr. E. J. Schmitz
Dr. R. A. Schlorf
Dr. James Hansen
*Chairman

G.
T.
J.
D.
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OCCUPANCY
1977 - 1978
$?JNT CLOUD HOSPITAL

General Hospital
Patients at midnight on June 30, 1977
Inpatient admissions, July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978
Newborn
Total number of inpatients given care in fiscal 1978 .
Deaths
Inpatients discharged
Patients at midnight June 30, 1978

.

•

•

•

.

325
18,862

385
17,182
1,941
19,508
19,187
321

Daily average number of inpatients discharged and deaths

53

Daily average number of Emergency-Outpatient Department patients,
emergency and scheduled (22,937)

63

Daily average number of outpatient registrations (24,564). .

67

Adults and Children
Patient days
Average daily census
% of occupancy
Average stay
Bed complement

1978
125,981
345
74%
7.4 days
465

1977
126,861
348
77%
7.5 days
446 7/1/76 1/27/77
456 1/28/77 6/30/77

Newborn
Patient days
Average daily census
% of occupancy
Average stay
Bassinet complement

7,122
20
50%
3.6 days
40

6,777
19
48%
3.6 days
40

Outpatients
Emergency visits
Outpatient registrations

14,306
24,564

14,105
24,071

Skilled Nursing Facility
Admissions
287
Patient days (315 days in 1978) 4,508
Average daily densus
14
% of occupancy
56%
Average stay
15 days
Bed complement
25
Highest combined census:

288
5,008
14
56%
18 days
25

458 on April 20, 1978
10

1976
129,173
353
81.5%
7.5 days
430 7/1/75 12/31/75
436 1/1/76 6/30/76

•

6,727
18
46%
3.7 days
40

14,612
23,831

265
4,998
14
56%
19 days
25

•

HIGHLIGHTS
41110

1978

Inpatient admissions, "acute" hospital
Admissions, Skilled Nursing Facility
Births
Patient days, "acute" hospital
Patient days in Skilled Nursing Facility .
Newborn Nursery days

• •

Emergency Room patients (all)
Outpatients as reported by Data Processing*. .
*Excludes routine employee. lab tests and x-rays
Physicians on Medical Staff (all)
Dentists on Medical Staff (all)
Employees, full and part-time
Total hours paid
Wages and salaries paid

•

Blood transfusions (bottles)
Blood bank procedures
Clinical laboratory tests
Tissue examinations
Total autopsies
Electroencephalograms
Electrocardiograms
X-ray examinations
Ultrasonography
Radiation and radioisotope therapy
Radioisotope scans
Echocardiography
Surgical Procedures in OR
Anesthetics in OR, ER and DR
Respiratory therapy
Physical therapy treatments
Speech therapy, Occupational therapy, and
Recreational therapy (treatment units)
Pharmacy prescriptions
Meals served
Purchase orders issued
Value of supplies dispensed from storeroom

•

Pounds of linen processed
Units cleaned on discharge or transfer of patient
Total square footage cleaned daily
Cubic feet of gas used by boilers
Pounds of steam used
Gallons of oil used by boilers
Gallons of water used
Requests to maintenance for repairs
Kilowatt hours used
11

1977

17,182
287
1,941

16,952
288
1,857

125,981
4,341
7,122

126,861
5,008
6,777

22,975
39,153

22,585
40,680

155
43

142
41

1,423
2,281,608
$13,876,885

1,459
2,292,925
$11,726,794

3,546
19,611
281,968
19,118
80

3,376
18,350
279,898
19,332
86

1,105
10,868
49,399
566
6,077
2,048
130

1,004
10,157
48,506
189
5,865
1,916

7,147
8,430

7,352
8,499

131,352
61,296

103,228
60,675

85,924

81,878

469,882
704,991
9,184
$4,180,600

470,447
706,072
7,997
$1,654,082

1,847,749
25,856
494,837
117,191,000
119,423,215
53,899
59,582,434
17,439
7,438,675

1,819,713
25,514
419,617
85,472,000
114,346,062
271,682
60,761,918
21,115
8,016,139'

DATA

ON

PATIENTS

July 1, 1977
Deaths
Patients No.
%

Service
Medicine
Surgery
Obstetrics:
Del'd
20 wks
Del'd
20 wks
Not delivered
Gynecology
Ophthalmology
)--1
E.N.T.
,PtS
Urology
Orthopedics
Dermatology
Pediatrics
Neurology
,LAL
Psychiatry, 2 West
Psychiatry, A&C
Neurosurgery
m,5
Radiotherapy
).A5

Total
Newborn
ALL PATIENTS

5087
2319
1937
193
239
824
472
816
1152
1932
41
866
232
484
303
321
23
17241
1946
19187

222
41

4.0%
1.0%

DISCHARGED

June 30, 1978
Autopsies
Consults.
00
0
P.O. No.
No.
0

Hosp.
Days

Avg.

4
40

6.6 d.
8.2 d.

1
1
3
7
4

0.1%
0.2%
0.3%
0.6%
0.2%

3
13

0.3%
5.6%

19

5.9%

7

314
11
325

1.8%
0.5%
1.6%

57*

1
1
1
3

57*

33
10

15%
24%

1
1
1

100%
33%
14%

4

31%

3

16%

53
2
55

17%
18%
17%

1421
822

28.0%
35.0%

33833
18907

73
11
13
169
86
91
452
662
12
65
117
317
55
146
2
4514
26
4540

3.7%
5.6%
5.4%
20.5%
18.2%
11.1%
39.2%
34.2%
29.2%
7.5%
50.4%
65.4%
18.1%
45.4%
8.6%
26.1%
1.3%
23.6%

7130
386
513
4370
2041
2365
7219
17062
343
4115
2034
11618
10113
6044
78
128169
7100
135269

Stay

3.7
2.0
2.1
5.3
4.3
2.9
6.3
8.8
8.4
4.8
8.8
24.0
33.4
18.8
- 3.4
7.4
3.6

*4 postoperative deaths in the Skilled Nursing Facility. The postoperative
death rate is 0.8%. This is the number of deaths (57) compared with all inpatients who had surgery exclusive of observation cystoscopy and procedures in the
Emergency Room (6598). Postoperative period is 30 days after surgery.

Age
Newborn
0 - 2
2 - 14
14 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
50 - 60
60 - 65
65 - 70
70+

1978 .
1941
616
1147
4620
1793
1447
1822
1066
1154
3576

1977
1854
515
1124
4689
1738
1452
1885
1060
1076
3396

1769
536
1274
4442
1741
1603
1940
1136
1103
3360

1976

Male patients
Female patients

8260
10927

7926
10863

7880
11032

Catholic patients
Protestant patients
Other

12310
6431
446

12053
6356
380

11924
6624
364

12

d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
d.
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SKILLED NURSING- FAcILITY
1977 - 1978
AGE OF PATIENTS
15 30 40 50 60 65 70+

30
40
50
60
65
70

DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

0
1
1
4
10
42
242

Service
Medicine
Surgery
Gynecology
Urology
Orthopedics
Eye
ENT
Neurology
Dermatology
Neurosurgery

Patients Deaths
158
40
64
8
8
3
22
2
18
1
5
11
3
5
8

TOTAL

300

56 19%

Consultation Rate: 7.3%

P.O.

Autopsies
3

3

. 2

Days
Stay
2079
1078
125
304
251
18
51
320
76
206

22

4508

Cons.
7
6
2
4

,
1

3

3

5%

Average Stay 15 days

Male
151 From: St. Cloud
Female 149
Other

95
Catholic
185
205 Protestant 114
Other
1

Patients under 65:
Total stay:
Average stay:

Patients over 65: 284
Total stay:
4271 days
Average stay:
15 days

16
237 days
14.8 d.

OCCUPANCY
Census June 30, 1977
Patients transferred from general hospital
Other admissions
Patients discharged
244
Deaths
56
Patients in Skilled Nursing Facility June 30, 1978

13
278
9
300
300

0 (Unit closed on
May 12, 1978)

Patient days in 1977-78
Less pass
Net patient days

4344
3
4341

Daily average census
Rate of occupancy (25 beds)

14
56%

1.. 3

SANT CLOUD P$OSPIrAt.
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FINANCIAL *REPORT
1977 - 1978
Amount

Patient Charges
Room and care
Nursery and Delivery Room .
Operating Room
Central Service

Per cent
1978
1977
53.01%
51.95%
2.77
3.31
6.46
6.94
4.18
4.36

1978
$12,610,392
659,518
1,537,973
993,440

1977
$11,133,558
708,850
1,486,377
935,303

1,946,543
1,806,258
• 1,390,855
775,341

1,679,120
1,586,197
1,377,964
653,760

8.18
7.59
5.85
3.26

7.83
7.40
6.43
3.05

509,414
507,069
608,720
523,379

489,072
502,985
514,123
435,877

2.14
2.13
2.56
2.20

2.28
2.35
2.40
2.03

$23,868,902

$21,503,186

100.33%

100.33%

1,102,082
$22,766,820

1,013,300
$20,489,886

4.63
95. 70%

4.73
95.60%

1,022,609
$23,789,429

942,064
$21,431,950

4.30
100.00%

4.40
100.00%

Operating Expenses
Nursing Division
Medical Support Division. .
Rehab. and Counseling Div.. .
Fiscal and General Division .
Personnel Division
Planning and Development Div.
Other

8,688,745
4,555,433
1,810,001
1,512,477
2,397,252
1,505,622
2,246,057

8,053,352
4,083,701
1,600,855
1,343,330
2,204,451
1,388,121
2,117,350

36.52%
19.15
7:61
6.36
10.08
6.33
9.44

37.58%
19.05
7.47
6.27
10.28
6.48
9.88

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

$22,715,587

$20,791,160

95.49

97.01

NET INCOME FOR INVESTMENT IN
NEW SERVICES & EQUIPMENT . .

1,073,842

640,790

Laboratories and Blood Bank .
Radiology
Pharmacy
Anesthesia and Recovery Room.
Physical Therapy
Respiratory Therapy
Emergency-Outpatient
Other
Total
Less allowances to third
party payors
Other income
TOTAL INCOME

4.51%

2.99%

ASSETS
1978
$ 3,739,465
581,687
23,515,269
7,036,278

Patient Accounts Receivable
Inventories
Land, Buildings & Equipment
Building Projects under Construction
SS

1977
$ 3,347,616
527,565
23,192,287
443,5 .5

P400/
John Seckinger, Controller
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DEPARTMENT OF RINIESTHESIOLOGY
1977 - 1978
Anesthetics given in 0 R
Anesthetics given in E R
Anesthetics given in Delivery Room (or standby)
Venipunctures, other units
Resuscitation assistance
Number of patients in P.A.R.

6723
51
1656
65
194
6206

In many respects this past year has been an extension of our activities
in 1976-77. The Department of Anesthesia has continued to meet monthly in
an effort to deal with the various questions, problems and changes that come
up in our everyday activities. We have continued our active participation
in continuing medical education, both by attending meetings and by providing
input into the various educational activities in our hospital.
In March the responsibilities of Department Head of Anesthesia changed
hands. Fran Landwehr has assumed that position, which was handled so capably for many years by Eileen Stafford. Mrs. Landwehr brings excellent qualifications to this position and we pledge her our complete support. We are
also pleased to add that Ms. Stafford will remain as a full-time member of
our CRNA staff.
Our congratulations to Sandra Henschke,CRNA, who earned her B.S. degree
in Anesthesia at the University of Minnesota during the past year.
Infection control has continued to receive lots of attention in our department. We are currently carrying out a trial of various disposable anesthetic circuits in order to identify more clearly the pros and cons of their
use. Quality of care monitoring is an ongoing activity as well. Our recent
visitors from the J.C.A.H. were so impressed by our method of documentation
in this area that they laid claim to our forms for reference purposes in
their visits to other hospitals!
As I summarize our activities at year's end, I am deeply concerned
about the manpower situation within our department. We have made several
new additions to our CRNA staff this year--all very capable anesthetists.
During that same period we lost some capable anesthetists who moved on to
positions elsewhere. The distressing denominator, however, has become a
chronic shortage of adequate numbers of anesthetists. In last year's annual
report I proudly announced our increased coverage of the obstetrical suite.
At this time I regretfully must state that this will in all likelihood be
lost in view of our chronic shortage of staffing. In our concern to provide
quality anesthetic care in all areas of our hospital, it is difficult for us
to understand the significance or importance of the various statistics which
have been set forth as an attempt to justify our present staffing limitations.
During the forthcoming year our department will be directed by the
steady hands of Dr. Joseph Gacusana.

Fran Landwehr, C.R.N.A.
Department Head

L. M. Espelan•M.D.
Chief, Department of Anesthesia
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DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY
1977 - 1978
During the last year the Department of Dentistry received high marks in an on-site survey by the
American Dental Association, and we also had very
good results from our dental emergency program.
Our Department was responsible for Friday Forums and was represented by members on three standing Medical Staff Committees.

During the year's departmental meetings there
was considerable discussion and information concerning the regulatory health systems and their impact on the private and hospital practice of
dentistry.

Dr. John H. Kropp was re-elected as Chief for
1978-79. Dr. Joe H. Wenner was elected Vice Chief.

do Ali

John H. Kropp, D.D.S.
Chief, Department of Dentistry

•
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LFIERGENCY- OUTPATIENT DURKITIENT
1977 - 1978
The Emergency-Outpatient Department is the portal of entry into the health
care system for many people and for many it is their only contact with the St.
Cloud Hospital, so it is extremely important that we always have our best foot
forward. The past year emphasis was placed on the public relations of each employee in the department. The image each one of us portrays to each patient is
the image of St. Cloud Hospital that that patient takes with him, whether the
encounter was a five-hour treatment,a five-minute visit, or a telephone inquiry.
Special sessions were held to stress this point to all employees.
A questionnaire was developed to determine how patients feel about how
they are treated in our department. It is given at discharge to approximately
10% of the patients. Of 76 responses from March to June, 43 rated their general
impression of the St. Cloud Hospital as excellent while only two rated it poor.
Although there were complaints about the waiting time being too long and the
cost of care too high, we are happy to report that the majority of the comments
were similar to one who said, "Your hospital staff was so polite and interested, it was a relief to come to the emergency ward."
In order to provide the highest quality of service for patients, it has
been recommended that those scheduled for outpatient procedures such as minor
surgery and neurologic examinations be separated from the emergency patients.
Last year 1057 patients were prepared for surgery. The types of care required
by scheduled patients are quite varied and could be handled much more effectively if separate areas were provided. Mr. Briggs is working on a plan to
accomplish separation.
The emphasis in emergency services is constantly changing, requiring cooperation of all community agencies involved in providing services--from civil
defense to ambulance services to hospital services. There have been meetings
to bring about the coordination required. Other community services that worked
with our department are the Rape Crisis Center, the Battered Women's Task Force
and the Stearns-Benton Child Abuse Team. Through the efforts of the Child Abuse
Team a Parents Anonymous group was formed and meets regularly at the hospital.
Repeat audits show continued improvement in quality of care; medical and
nursing staff changes continue to occur. Statistics show a slight increase in
the number of patients:
1977 - 1978
1976 - 1977
Unscheduled patients
18184
17930
Admitted
3923 (22%)
3974 (22%)
Released
14261 (78%)
13956 (78%)
Patients seen by CMMS physicians
Call list used

8550
637

8414
679

Scheduled patients
Neurology consults, EMG's
Proctoscopy
Other endoscopy
Miscellaneous procedures

4791
1454 (30%)
1559 (33%)
329 (7%)
1449 (30%)

4655
1398 (30%)
1641 (35%)
286 (6%)
1330 (29%)

Day with_the most unscheduled patients:

July 3: 100

April 23: 92

de ;;k0 4
44m.:47
D. M. VanNos rand, MD.,Chair man

/
,(4.4-k/ext
Betty urck, R.N.
L--

Emergency-Outpatient Dept. Head

Emergency-Outpatient Committee
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DEPARTP1ENT OF MEDICINE1

977 - 1978

•

The Department of Medicine has again had a banner year in 1977 1978. From September through May we have also had weekly scientific
sessions on Monday mornings consisting of approximately an hour presentation by one of the members of the Department on a rotational basis. These sessions have been quite well attended by both the Department of Internal Medicine and members of several other departments.
The case presentations this past year were outstanding and served as
excellent in-depth reviews. They undoubtedly contributed to better
patient care. The Department of Medicine also participated in Friday
Forums on a rotational basis and these presentations also were excellent and very clinically oriented. Monthly business meetings were
very well attended.
Audits on diverticular disease of the colon and pulmonary embolization were completed and another audit on acute pancreatitis has
been planned.
At the beginning of the year the Department was pleased to welcome Dr. Nicholas Reuter and Dr. Ron Elg, and recently Dr. Fred Engman and Dr. Terry Pladson.
The Department was also involved in various aspects of patient
care throughout the hospital. It assisted greatly with revision of
standing orders for the Emergency-Outpatient Department as well as
procedures and orders for the Coronary Care and telemetry units.
The Department was also involved in a decision regarding possible
acquisition of new Intensive Care Unit monitoring equipment and also
the acquisition of a new life pack cardiac monitor and defibrillator
for the Emergency-Outpatient Department.
The recently initiated program of monthly clinical inservices
for the nurses have so far received enthusiastic response from the
nursing staff and personnel from other departments who have attended.
I have
We concluded the year with election of new officers.
agreed to accept another year as the Chief of the Department and Dr.
Leland Lindquist was unanimously elected to serve as Assistant Chief
of Medicine for the coming year. I have enjoyed serving as Department
Chief and look forward to another very good year in 1978-79.

O

• *
David Hanson, M.D.
Chief of Medicine
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DEPARITTIE.NT OF OBSTETRICS --GYNECOLOGY
1977 - 1978

1978

1977

1976

Mothers delivered
Spontaneous delivery
Forceps delivery
Breech or manual
Cesarean section
Maternal deaths

1938

1858

1501
212
40
185 (9.5%)
None

1414
207
61
176 (9.4%)
None

1776
1334
265
36
141 (7.9%)
None

Male infants discharged
Female infants discharged

1008
936

969
885

928
849

11# 142 oz.
2# 15 oz.

11# 12 oz.
2# 2 oz.

Weight of largest baby that lived
Weight of smallest baby that lived
Total live births
Viable births (by weight)
Non-viable by weight
Twin births
Triplet births

1941
1933
8

All newborn deaths
Deaths of babies 1000 grams
Autopsy rate for newborn
Number of stillbirths
Autopsies on stillbirths

12#

8 oz.
2# 101/2 oz.

1857
1847
10

1769
1758
11

20

11

None

None

14
None

11 or 0,5%
3 or 0.1%
18%

24 or 1.2%
14 or 0.7%
21%

24 or 1.3%
13 or 0.7%
25%

18
9

18
6

14
4

1977-78 encompassed the first full year of spouse participation in the Delivery Room at St. Cloud Hospital. Efforts to encourage parenting and bonding
have been well accepted and appreciated by staff and patients involved. Sibling
visiting has also been a welcome addition to the program. Prenatal classes
again increased in size and scope for the betterment of over-all prenatal care.
Audits were performed on repeat Cesarean section and ovarian carcinoma,
documenting and supporting good quality of care. An ongoing audit of hysterectomies is a regular quality of care activity in the department.
The Perinatal Mortality Committee met and submitted its report for review
to the Department of Obstetrics-Gynecology. The function of this committee is
continuous audit and review of obstetric and neonatal care.

192 8

M. C. Flanagan, M.D.
Chief of Obstetrics-Gynecology
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OPHTIIRLVIOLOGY AN D OTOL ARYNGOLOGY DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978

STATISTICS
1977
471

1978
472

OPHTHALMOLOGY
Inpatients
Consultations requested
Average length of stay
Surgical procedures on inpatients
Surgical procedures on outpatients in O.R.
Consultations given
No. of physicians in department

86 (18%)

101 (21%)

4.3 d.

4.7 d.

•

Change
+ 1
-15 (-3%)
-

460

479

-19

35

44

- 9

132

127

+ 5

5

4

+ 1

816

795

+21

• 14

d.

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY
Inpatients
Consultations requested

91 (11%)

88 (11%)

+ 3

Average length of stay

2.9 d.

2.9 d.

None

Surgical procedures on inpatients
Surgical procedures on outpatients in O.R.
Consultations given
No. of physicians in department

571

590

-19

42

46

- 4

230

237

- 7

3

3

The statistics for both the Eye section and the ENT section suggest
that the patient population is essentially stable. There are no significant
changes.
The Department participated in an audit with other hospitals in our
Professional Services Review Organization region, which includes the Twin
Cities Area and all of Minnesota west and north of the Twin Cities. The audit was on TEA, tonsillectomy alone and adenoidectomy alone. Area-wide results have not been received. The audit showed good practice here. The
main defect was lack of precise numerical documentation on the number of
episodes of tonsillitis occurring preoperatively.

/AC

Ger. d L. Jurgens, M.D.
Chief, e•srtment of E. E. N. T.
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DE-PAKITINT OF ORTHOPEDIC SUAG-CRY
1977 - 1978
The Department of Orthopedics has continued to meet monthly to cover
orthopedic and administrative matters directly related to Orthopedic Surgery. The attendance at these meetings has in general been good and the
discussion as usual, lively.
Orthopedic admissions and consultations have remained quite stable
compared with the previous year. The average patient stay has decreased
somewhat from an average of 9.7 days last year to 8.8 days this year.
Dr. LaFond has continued to monitor our infection rate.
From January, 1973, to January of this year, there were 4,202 elective cases with
74 infections--a rate of 1.7%. Open fractures were 519 in number with 32
infections for a 6% infection rate.
Both of these are quite acceptable
and the plan is to continue this study.
The Department participated in an Emergency-Outpatient Department
audit on fracture care in the emergency room. Criteria from both medical
staff and nursing staff were used.
Orthopedic nursing continues to be involved with improving patient
care in various ways. Monthly orthopedic inservices offered by the physicians continue to be well attended and instructive. Two orthopedic workshops, "Bone Breakers: Care of the Trauma Patient" and "Reconstructive
Surgery for the Upper Extremity," were attended by several staff nurses.
Nursing care planning has improved as a result of weekly interdisciplinary staffing to help assess and implement appropriate care for each
patient. The patients and the family have become more involved in early
discharge planning at the urging of both Orthopedic Staff physicians and
nursing staff.
Doctor Stephen Lore was accepted as an affiliate to the Medical
Staff, under the supervision of the Orthopedic Department, to practice
Podiatry in the hospital.
In surgery two relatively new procedures have been instituted: Closed
rodding or internal fixation of femur fractures and arthroscopy of the
knee.
Both of these appear to be useful additions and continued use is
expected.
I am reluctantly stepping down as Chief of the Department of Orthopedics to allow the very capable Dr. Robert Scheuerell to assume command.
I wish him the best of luck in the coming year.

David R. Gilchrist, M.D.
Chief of Orthopedics
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PATHOLOGY DEPRIPMPIVAT
1977 - 1978

The laboratory department was, just recently, inspected on-site by the
College of American Pathologists and J.C.A.H.
Summation reports were very
good, indicating only minor discrepancies.
Renewal of accreditation is expected after the surveyors' reports are evaluated.'
Another Gilford 3500 automated spectrophotometer was added to the chemistry department to perform the increasing number of profile requests and to
allow for the adoption of enzyme-immunoassay (EMIT) chemistries as they become available.
The first of these EMIT chemistries available are Dilantin
and phenobarbital.
The laboratory is presently doing these tests routinely
once a week. Dilantin and phenobarbital are also available on a stat. basis
if necessary.
Platelet counting and sizing are now.done using a Coulter ZBI instrument system. The Coulter instruments insure greater accuracy in the count,
as well as better reproducibility than the manual method previously used.

LDH isoenzyme procedure was changed from fluorometric method to coloro, metric staining strip method, thus giving better resolution of the LDH components. Folates and Vitamin B12 procedures were modified to a method by
which the testing for both can be done simultaneously. Extensive testing of
a Serum HCG-RIA procedure for the early detection of pregnancy is nearing
completion and should be available soon.
Starting July 1 all PKU tests are sent to the State Board of Health for
testing in combination with screening for galactosemia and thyroid deficiency (T4).
The nursery has assumed responsibility for the collection of samples and the reporting of results.

•

The laboratory manual was revised and distributed to the appropriate
hospital departments and physicians' offices. The manual contains a new
section on drug interference in urine collections and complete specifications for each procedure offered by the laboratory (including the tests sent
to our reference laboratories).
Five students graduated from the School of Medical Technology's 2 + 2
program.
Based on their results in the national ASCP examination, the program is very successful.
Laboratory personnel participated actively in the AHEC educational
programs through attendance at AHEC seminars and presentation of programs
for area laboratory personnel.
The laboratory participates in a number of daily and monthly quality
control programs: Dade quality control programs in blood bank and hematology; Hyland quality control program in chemistry; Minnesota Department of
Health Proficiency Testing, and the College of American Pathologist Comprehensive Program.
In all of these programs our performance in the last year
has been excellent.
Plans are being developed for expansion of electrophoretic methods to
include procedures for determining alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes, haptoglobin, and possibly a high density cholesterol component.
Claude Przy 111a, MT (ASCP)
Laboratory Supervisor
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Milon S. Bozanich, M.D.
Director of Laboratories

•
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DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
1977 - 1978
Department of Pediatric statistics for fiscal 1978 compared with 1977 show an increase in the number of patients, especially in the under two years age group.

Patients under age 2 . . . .
Patients age 2 to 14 years .

1978
616
1147

1977
515
1124

Patients
1978
1977

•

General Medicine
including Communicable
General Surgery
Gynecology
Orthopedics
Urology
Dermatology
Ophthalmology
Ear, Nose, Throat
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Mental Health Unit
Alcohol and Chemical Addiction
Obstetrics delivered

866
241
3
115
133
7
76
255
29
31
5
2

Average length of stay exclusive of
MHU, A&C and OB:
4.3 days in 1978;

731
228
5
125
119
8
78
270
34
29
9
2
1

1976
536
1274
Days
1978

1977

4115
990
8
859
361
34
176
623
154
151
115
95

3066
864
13
799
356
44
189
642
175
449
)
)557
6

4.0 days in 1977

The Department of Pediatrics completed an audit of meningitis and found that medical care met the criteria and there
was no need to take corrective action. We have approved criteria now for an audit on croup.
We consider the department well equipped to handle highrisk babies but do not feel that now or in the future we would
be ready to take care of "intensive care" babies.
The Pediatric Department presented a Friday Forum on minimal brain damage. It is planning an in-service for both physicians and nurses on Pediatric Cardiology. A Pediatric Cardiologist from Minneapolis will be the speaker.

•

Hospital privileges are being scrutinized more closely at
biannual renewal time.
We elected a Chief for two years for
the first time and we think that is a trend that will be adopted by other departments.

Donald C. Heckman, M.D.,
Chief of Pediatrics
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DEPARTMENT OF PsYCHIRTRY
1977 - 1978
STATISTICS
Total number of patients admitted
Female
Male
Total number of adolescent patients (13 - 18)
Female
Male
Total number of children (under age 13)
Female
Male

1977-1978
490
307
183
100
55
45
2
0
2

Total no. of patients over age 65
No. of patients readmitted--adults
No. of patients readmitted--adolescents
No. of patients given electroshock treatment
No. of patients transferred to Day Treatment
No. of patients transferred to State Hospital

44
163
22
18
24
16

(33%)
(22%)

Average daily census on 2 West (incl. pass days)
Average length of stay, adults
Average length of stay, adolescents
No. of patients from outside MHC catchment area
No. of patients from out of state

32.3
23.3
28
148
10

1976-1977
433
291
142
72
42
30
2
1
1
(34%)
(18%)

41
148
13
20
4
10
31.4
25.6
35.5
139
6

Central Minnesota Mental Health Center 4 County area: Stearns, Benton, Sherburne and Wright
The Statistics for the year indicate an increase of 9% in adult admissions
and 33% in adolescent admissions. The length of stay decreased appreciably for
both adults and adolescents. The activities for the year totalled approximately
10,500. We also increased referrals to other agencies,such as the Mental Health
Center, for follow-up care. The unit averaged 32.3 patients and at times an admission waiting list was maintained. Because the Emergency Phone usage dropped
to almost zero with the establishment of that service at the Mental Health Center, we discontinued our service completely in September, 1977.
TREATMENT PROGRAM
The treatment program on 2 West remained essentially the same with some
emphasis on modification or improvement in several areas. These include the Patient Evaluation Program, Enrichment Hour, program for psychotic patients, and
more structured sessions in living skills. We also added a program which includes community resources,either in a teaching manner or in a special activity
participation. We were also able to increase the time spent here by the Special
Education teacher (through District 742). The amount of Family Therapy being
done has increased greatly.
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Some of
The Department holds weekly in-service sessions for the staff.
the outside speakers include Dr. Irene Luther on "Human Sexuality" and Dr. Dawn
Martin on "Thei,apy for the Adolescent." Dr. H. Brattensborg presented an inservice on Psychopharmacology for the 2 West Staff. Friday Forum contributions
include "Psychopharmacology" and Dr. Ada Burrists presentation of "The Many Faces of Depression." The staff uses and appreciates the opportunities for continuing education, both inside and outside the hospital. The Annual Mental
Health Unit Workshop was held in April.
24

AUDITS
Chart audits on electroconvulsive therapy were conducted by the psychiatrists and nursing staff.
Audits on lithium therapy and adolescent treatment
are being planned.
The Unit participates regularly in the Quality Assurance
Program and maintains a high standard of care.
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
The Mental Health Unit hosted an annual Open House with approximately 700
people attending. We have welcomed visitors from community agencies, other
Mental Health Programs and hospitals and Education Department people who are
interested in learning more about our program and establishing a liaison for
close working relationships. Two West participated in National Hospital Week
by staffing an information booth at Crossroads for 2 days.
STAFF
Dr. Henry Brattensborg will again be Chief of the Department of Psychiatry
for the coming year.
We established the position of Assistant Head Nurse and
Nancy Clough accepted it.
There are forty nursing staff on 2 West and ten
more staff members included in Occupational Therapy, Recreational Therapy, Social Services, and the school program. Students in nursing are accepted from
St. Benedict's College, and St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing, and Mental.
Health Associate interns from St. Benedict's. Occupational Therapy and Social
Services also train students on 2 West. We are planning an internship program
in counselling with the St. Cloud State University Psychology Department.
The Alcohol and Drug Unit was transferred out of the Department of Psychiatry and is again under a Standing Medical Staff Committee.
EXPANSION PLANS
We have some remodeling going on as an area of 2 West is being readied
for Occupational Therapy. In the process we temporarily have 3 less beds and
our patients use a temporary Occupational Therapy facility in the Rehab Recreation Room.
While we are still using the 10-bed Satellite Unit, it will be discontinued in August, 1978, when we expand on 2 South. Our potential bed capacity
is 62, but we expect to utilize 44 in the immediate future.
OBJECTIVES FOR 1978-79
Objectives for the coming year include improving our Relaxation and Enrichment Programs, expanding internship programs and working closely with the
Planning Department, Medical Staff, and Ancillary Staff in implementation and
utilization of additional beds on 2 West.

Jean Laudenbach, OTR
Program Director, MHU

He' y
Brattensborg,
Chief of Psychiatry
:1741 C OUT) KOSPI 1 •1
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1977 - 1978
ACTIVITY
Fluoroscopic examinations
Other radiographic examinations
Portable examinations
Special Procedures: Vascular and other
Special Procedures
Myelograms
Arthrograms
Cardiac pacemakers: Implanted
Temporary
Xeroradiography (Mammography)
Nuclear Medicine: Radioisotope scans
1-131 and P-32 Therapy
Ultrasonography
Echocardiography
Cobalt, deep and superficial therapy
Radium implants

1977-1978
4,718
40,397
3,002

1976-1977
4,781
39,503
2,950

544
85
165
69
44
375
2,048
37
566
130
6,038
2
58,220

516
86
184
59
25
402
1,916
26
189
0
5,829
10
56,476

The statistics indicate that there is essentially no change in the number of examinations performed in Diagnostic Radiology. However, substantial increases in specialized areas--ultrasonography, insertion of pacemakers and radiation therapy were experienced.
The CT (Computerized Tomography) Whole Body Scanner is now in the proInstallation should begin in September, 1978, and it is exduction stage.
pected to be operational by December. In-service and orientation programs
relating to the CT scanner function and capabilities will be made available
for all interested people during the installation phase of the equipment.
The quality control program continues to be an integral part of department procedures. Random sampling of diagnostic radiology services provides
documented information for measuring the level of quality of patient care.
New radiation testing equipment that will be available this year will enhance the existing quality assurance program in the calibration and monitoring of x-ray and film processing equipment.
The Medical and Technical Staff of the Department was well represented
at professional, regional and national meetings during this past year and
Department in-service educational programs on a variety of topics have been
held frequently with good participation of technical staff personnel.
The School of Radiologic Technology accepted ten students in the training program beginning September 6, 1978. Seven students completed their
training in August, 1977, and the majority were successful in passing their
National Registry examinations after graduation. All were able to find employment without difficulty.
The Department continues to evaluate new examinations and equipment
There is an urgent need
that would extend and improve Radiology services.
to begin the complex planning process to acquire more sophisticated Radiation Therapy equipment (linear accelerator and simulator) and real t
ultrasound equipment for more definitive imaging.

rr

Harold R. AWee
Director of Radiology

01#4•44
.H. Vander Stoep, M
Chief of Radiology
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DE-PRITITILIV OF SURGERY
1977 - 1978
The end of another year in the Department of Surgery has arrived and, as
usual, everything has gone rather smoothly. There have been some changes in
Operating Room personnel, and although competent personnel were hired to replace them,all of us will certainly miss the people who left to work in other
locations.
In the past year we have seen the purchase of new operating room lights
for several of the rooms, which has greatly improved the lighting. New instruments were added to our already excellent collection of surgical tools.
In reviewing the statistics for the past year, it is noted that the total number of procedures for all departments is down slightly--approximately
200. However, the time of usage of the operating rooms remains close to 70%
of availability, which has been a rather consistent figure over the last few
years. It has been noted that although fewer procedures were done, there has
been an increase in length and complexity. The total number of procedures
classified General Surgery is up slightly--about 40 more in 1978 than in 1977.

•

There has been an increase in outpatient surgery, not really however,
as big as 784 in 1978 and 238 in 1977 seem to indicate. The 1978 figure includes patients admitted to the Emergency Room, prepared there for surgery
but admitted to the hospital as inpatients from the operating room. Such patients were not included in the E.R. outpatient surgery statistics in 1977 .
There appears to be a greater tendency toward utilization of the outpatient
surgical facilities and also toward admitting patients the morning of surgery.
A side effect of both of these trends is a larger amount of preoperative laboratory studies on outpatients. It is hoped that more use of outpatient surgery facilities will continue to decrease the cost of medical and hospital
care.
Since 1978 is the 50th Anniversary of St. Cloud Hospital, it is interesting to note that the total number of operative procedures has multiplied
sixfold over the 1189 performed in 1928. Also, it is interesting to note
that the very small number of 92 outpatients for all modalities in 1928 has
multiplied several hundredfold. This certainly shows a definite trend, especially in the last few years, toward the use of outpatient facilities and
toward returning the patient to his home for immediate postoperative recovery.
It also demonstrates the marked improvement in anesthesia over the last 50
years.
Other than the lights in the Operating Room, there has been no major
change in the Department of Surgery. Several audits were run and completed
during the year. They revealed deficiencies in recording which have been corrected as much as possible at this time. A recent follow-up on the thyroidectomy audit showed a vast improvement in recording the results of preoperative tests performed in the physician's office.
There has been a small turnover in personnel on the surgical nursing
floors and again, we will miss the nursing personnel who left. We welcome
the .1-1w people and hope that they will continue the excellent care that we
have noted in the past.
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This ends my two-year stint as Chief of Surgery and I am now turning the
position over to Dr. John Brix who, I am sure, will prove to be an excellent
Chief of Surgery. I enjoyed working with Sister Mary Ellen and Mrs. Gerry
Jansen and the respective departments and personnel over the past two years.
Also, I have enjoyed a great deal of assistance from Bev and Toni in the Medical Staff Office. I would like to take this occasion to thank everybody--physicians, nurses and other personnel--for their assistance in the last two
years.

V

Burton R. Bancroft, .D., Chief of Surgery
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS ON SURGICAL PROCEDURES
1977 - 1978
Procedures
In the O.R.
General Surgery

Inpatients
1978 1977

Outpatients
1978
1977

2297

2256

133

Gynecology

722

840

1

Urology

624

605

33

Observation Cystoscopy

359

425

1012

Ophthalmology

104

Total
1978
1977
2430

2360

723

840

25

657

630

190

162

549

587

1091

78

79

1090

1170

460

479

35

44

495

523

Ear, Nose, Throat

571

590

42

46

613

636

Obstetrics

392

401

1

393

401

Neurosurgery

146

165

2

148

170

40

32

6

46

32

Organ Donations
Total

3
6626

3
6887

521

465

3
7147

3
7352

In the Emergency-Outpatient
Department (scheduled)
Proctoscopy

1170

1354

289

287

1459

1641

256

245

73

41

329

286

665
2091

627
2226

784*
1146

238
566

1449
3237

865
2792

929

881

929

881

Orthopedics

Dental Surgery

Other endoscopy
Miscellaneous surgery
Total
*and/or preparation
In the Nursery
Circumcision
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DE.PRMAEAT OF
1977 - 1978

1,1mLoGy

STATISTICS

Adults

Children

All patients
Cystoscopy only

Other urologic
surgery

This Year
1977 - 1978
1019 patients
6858 days
6.7 days average stay
428 consultations asked
522 consultations given

Last Year
1976 - 1977
1124 patients
7668 days
6.8 days average stay
464 consultations asked
590 consultations given

133 patients
361 days
2.7 days average stay
24 consultations asked
26 consultations given

119 patients
356 days
3.0 days average stay
25 consultations asked
17 consultations given

359 inpatients
190 outpatients

425 inpatients
162 outpatients

624 inpatients
33 outpatients

605 inpatients
25 outpatients

Continued discussion and evaluation of catheter care and methods of
prevention of catheter-related infections have occupied the Department
of Urology during the year. It seems clear that such infection is almost
inevitable with prolonged inlying Foley catheters--over ten to fourteen
days--and a plea is made for intermittent catheterization, and/or early
removal of Foley catheters , and frequent urine cultures , in addition to
what was stressed in the program for catheter care that was taught
throughout the hospital last year: Careful attention to technique of
catheterization, daily cleaning of inlying catheters, dependent position
of inlying catheters, and closed systems of straight drainage without
antibacterial or other irrigations.
The urologists again take this opportunity to express their appreciation to nursing and other hospital personnel for working with us in
our care of patients.

John T. Harbaugh, M.D.
Chief of Urology
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f\ccOLINTING DEPArrnENT
1977 - 1978

1977-78 saw the computer systems in the Accounting Department converted to the new computer. The conversion was smooth and uneventful.
Our thanks to Data Processing for uninterrupted service during a hectic
time for them.
The Accounting Department provided financial information on hospital activities during the year to assist in decision making and reported to agencies requiring financial data. A relatively new agency
the hospital reports to is the Minnesota Rate Review Commission. The
Accounting Department survived the reviews and audits by these agencies
and our own auditors very well.
The Accounts Payable section experienced high activity during the
year due in part to the activity generated during the construction of
St. Benedict's Center. By changing our methods of depositing hospital
funds, we were also able to generate interest income of $25,665.47.
Some of this amount would have been earned without the change, but we
take credit for most of it.
In 1978-79, we will be adding a part-time clerk to handle some of
the filing, microfilming, and other tasks. The increased paperwork demands and additional tasks have reached the point where the five person
department needs help to return to its normal level of insanity. The
coming year will also see us attempt to gain on-line capabilities with
the computer, thereby eliminating paper input documents and gaining
quicker access to information in the computer.
Jackie Hauglund replaced Kathy Erpelding who went into an interior
decorating career. A formal welcome to Jackie and best wishes for success to Kathy.
•

Ron Spani r
Director of Accounting

RDInINISTRRTIVE. OfF‘C.E. SERVICES
1977 - 1978

To report in an innovative manner the accomplishments for a year in a department, such as
ours, where our role is typically categorized as
secretarial, clerical, postal services, duplicating and filing, is very difficult. It should,
perhaps,be pointed out that our department is not
"typical" in the sense that, with the diversification of the services we provide, not only to Administration, but to every area of the Hospital,
there are many activities performed, sometimes on
a one-time basis, so comparisons are almost impossible. However, this in itself attests to the
ability to adjust to changing needs as required
and is an achievement in itself.
A new function which was started during fiscal 1977-78 is the analysis of Incident Reports
which task was taken over from the Systems Design
Department. Our department now does all the recording, reporting, analysis and retention of the
Incident Reports., The fact that 1,690 were processed during the year exemplifies the awareness
of employees throughout the Hospital of the need
for completion of these reports in a timely manner. An additional department to which we offer
supportive secretarial services is Employment.
During the year all job descriptions were updated and positions have been
re-evaluated by the Job Evaluation Committee.
Personnel in A.O.S. answered the telephone approximately 1,673 times a
month for a total of 20,076 calls during the year. In connection with these
calls, 561 messages/month for a total of 6,732 were written and 573 calls per
month, for a total of 6,876, were placed. 1,229 PDR luncheon tickets were issued; 4,565 meetings were scheduled in general hospital meeting rooms.

•

199 trips were arranged for personnel who attended out-of-hospital meetings and workshops. 1,149,011 copies of material were made
on the duplicating machines for an average of 95,751/month.
It should be pointed out that one of the duplicating machines under the supervision of A.O.S. is located in the
Medical Records Department to respond to its need for "immediate" copies, others are routinely handled in A.O.S. 52
issues of the "Little Beacon" were produced in the department, •along with the typing, duplication and distribution
of 260 issues of "Today." We shared with Development and
Community Relations Department the production of the "News
Bulletin" each Friday.

0

1

Random samplings of our postal services showed that, in a two-week
period, some 8,948 pieces of incoming and 8,647 pieces of out-going mail
were processed with $36,960.21 spent on postage. Along with this, of course,
is the distribution of the inter-departmental mail through the Messenger
Service.

•

With the "routine" services made available for transcription and/or
typing of correspondence, reports, policies, etc., secretaries attended 210
meetings for 18 Committees (6 more committees than last year) where notes
were taken and subsequently submitted as reports or minutes of the business
transacted at these meetings.
Each of us is proud and honored to be part of the Hospital as we celebrate our 50th anniversary in the health care apostolate. We look forward
with enthusiasm to the challenges of the coming year, particularly in the
department with our plans to enter into the first phase of an automated
word processing center and, broadly, to the unfolding of a long range plan
for the future.

drws.4./ 4
Agnes K. Moeglein
Director of Administrative Office Services

•
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DEPARTMENT

1977 - 1978
The Admissions Department again showed an increase in activity during fiscal
1977-78. 19,410 inpatients were admitted, an increase of 313 over 1976-77. We
also registered 24,564 outpatients or 308 more than in 1976-77. The total number
of patients registered for 1977-78 was 43,974 or 621 more than in 1976-77.
Our highest patient occupancy including newborns on any one day occurred on
April 20, 1978, when there were 458 patients. The previous year's peak of 484 patients occurred on the corresponding Thursday, April 21.
The largest number of
inpatients admitted on one day was 93.
That same day 73 outpatients were registered.
The largest total number of patients registered on one day was 217.
Of
this total 57 were inpatients and 160 were outpatients.
In the past two fiscal
years we have registered 19,993 "new" (first-time) patients.
A trend we saw beginning to develop the previous year and that has continued
to develop during 1977-78 is an increase in the number of patients entering the
hospital through the Emergency-Outpatient Department for a surgical procedure
shortly afterwards with inpatient admission following surgery instead of on the
day preceding surgery. This obviously results in a decrease in patient days.

•

During the past year the Admissions Department has cooperated with the Planning Department by collecting data for a demographic study to determine quite
specifically the patient area that our hospital services. During the registration procedure information regarding the state, county and township are coded and
entered into the computer. This information has already been used by Mr. Briggs,
the hospital's planning consultant, to project future renovations and/or expansion of services.
The Utilization Review portion of the Quality Assurance Program of St. Cloud
Hospital continues to operate quite smoothly and effectively.
A total of 6,162
patients were reviewed during the past year.
We are required by law to review
all Medicare and Medicaid patients.
In addition to this the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals requires review of at least a sample of all patients.
On August 1, 1977, we began to review 10% of all patients not covered by Medicare
or Medicaid. The 10% sample includes all types of patients and all types of payment sources: Self-pay, Blue Cross, commercial insurances, workers' compensation
and others.
We have receired confirmation from the Federal Government that the Foundation
for Health Care Services will function as the P.S.R.O. for our region. At this
time we do not have an official date for beginning review of our records by this
organization. Both the J.C.A.H. and the P.S.R.O. are placing increasing emphasis
on discharge planning.
They urge that it begin the day the patient is admitted
to the hospital.
Our utilization review coordinators are actively involved with
Nursing Service and Social Service in assisting patients and physicians with
planning.
The utilization review coordinators appreciate the efforts of the Medical
Staff to make our review system effective. The Admissions Staff also wishes to
thank the physicians, nursing units and other departments for their cooperation.

Sister Marion Saue
R.N.
Director of Admissions

ALCOHOL PiND CHEINC.FIL ROD1CION CF,NTER
1977 - 1978
The Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center celebrated its sixth
anniversary in June, 1977, with a Freedom Fest sponsored by the AEC
Alumni Association. Somewhere in the neighborhood of 3,000 ex-patients, their families, area A.A. and Al-Anon members, hospital personnel, and interested community members gathered at the St. Cloud
Sports Arena to hear a speech by one-time United States Senator
Harold Hughes. Talks were also presented by the Reverend Phil Hansen
of Minneapolis and Paul Kurtz, St. Cloud Hospital.
In the spring of 1978 the A&C Alumni Association sponsored a
speaker of national prominence, Father Joseph Martin, whose topic was
alcoholism and the family. Nearly 2,500 persons attended this excellent program which also included talks by Tom McLaughlin of Minneapolis and Mike Becker and Paul Kurtz of the St. Cloud Hospital.
In addition to the above past patients and staff were well represented at our annual summer picnic as well as at our Christmas
party.
During this past year the AFC Unit underwent a couple of significant changes. We have developed a more systematized approach to
helping family members cope with the problem of alcoholism in the
family by providing all-day treatment seminars for family members.
These seminars have been constructed and presented by June Huberty
and Sue Meers, and have provided an important adjunct to our family
therapy program.
The other change in our unit has been the application of a more
specifically designed component for adolescent chemical dependency
care. The adolescent care component is headed by Jim Guderjohn, who
recently returned to the St. Cloud Hospital after completing a masters degree program in Alcohol Studies at the University of Arizona.
Other staff members working directly in this component are or have
been Al Frederickson, Jim Knutson, Gary Stucky and Ralph Hanson.
The Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center continued its pattern
of growth in 1977-78 as reflected in the record of patient days since
our opening:
3,872 days
1971 - 72
1972 - 73
4,997 days
1973 - 74
7,875 days
1974 - 75
9,372 days
1975 - 76
9,513 days
1976 - 77
10,964 days
1977 - 78
11,355 days
The Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center served a total of 335
patients during 1977-78. As in past years, these patients were drawn
from a large geographic area:
Stearns County
Crow Wing County
Wright County

127
43
20

Mille Lacs County
Todd County
Meeker County
3 14

10
8
7

Hennepin County
3
Becker County
2
Cottonwood County 2

Benton County
Morrison County
Sherburne County
Stevens County
Douglas County
Kandiyohi County
Cass County
McLeod County

18
15
14
13
11
6
6
6

Otter Tail County
Ramsey County
Big Stone County
Brown County
Grant County
Hubbard County
Kanabec County
Mahnomen County
Polk County

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Pope County
Pine County
Redwood County
Rice County
St. Louis County
Steele County
Swift County
Wisconsin
Illinois

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Of the total patients served, 90 were female and 245 were male.
Females ranged in age from 13 to 70 and males from 12 to 77. These
335 patients represent admissions by a total of 42 physicians.
104 patients admitted for detoxification only stayed an average
of 3.9 days. 231 patients who completed treatment stayed an average
of 47.4 days. Following are the diagnoses for which patients were
treated on the ASC Unit:
Alcoholism
Chemical dependency
Alcoholism/chemical dependency
Co-dependency
Chemical dependency/schizophrenia
Overdose
Alcoholism suicide attempt
Adolescent adjustment reaction
Cirrhosis, alcoholism
Drug abuse psychotic reaction
Hallucinations
Alcohol and valium
Chemical dependency evaluation
Alcohol seizures

198
114
9
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Referrals to the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center came from
the following sources:
Home
Quad County Receiving and Referral
Self
Area Alcoholism Counselors
Transferred from St. Cloud Hospital
Mental Health Unit
Transferred from other units, SCH
Police--courts and probation
A.A. member/friend
Family members
Physicians
Other

142
57
20
22
10
27
12
7
6
9
11

Upon completion of treatment our patients were referred in the
following manner:
Home
Discharged against medical advice
Willmar State Hospital
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175
69
16

Mental Health Unit, St. Cloud Hospital
Halfway House
Veterans Hospital
Other treatment centers
Medical units
St. Cloud Hospital, other
Still in treatment

10
11
4
3
8
12
27

As in the past, staff members made good use of training and education seminars in order to maintain and increase levels of proficiency
in therapy work. Members attended a wide variety of courses dealing
with such topics as normal adolescent development, adolescent treatment,
family therapy, intervention skills, and a number of other work-related
training sessions.
During the coming year the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center
will make every effort to continue to provide a high standard of care
for the community. Special emphasis will be placed on establishing an,
outpatient component and to meet better the special needs of chemically
dependent women as well as other minority groups.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank members of the
medical staff and adminis tion for their continued support:.

Paul S. Kurtz
Program Director
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B•1151NESS OFFICE
1977 - 1978

Business Office personnel have the duty of collecting payment for services received by patients from all of the departments in the hospital as
well as from the personnel working here, so that the St. Cloud Hospital may
continue to give these services to the many who come for them.
During the fiscal year the Business Office collected $22,475,000. This
was accomplished by increased efforts to collect from patients at the time
of discharge and increased pressure on all third party payers who are billed
for 70% of the accounts. We have also streamlined our collection procedures
regarding outpatient accounts.
We continue to hold a meeting every week to keep all employees informed
about new policies and procedures. This gives each employee in the office
an opportunity to ask questions and to make suggestions.
Our greatest amount of contact with the patient and his family is at
the time of discharge, although we continue to work closely with the Social
Service Department on patients referred to their office for possible financial assistance. We also obtain insurance coverage information on the patient and assist him in setting up a plan for payment of the balance of his
account or obtaining assistance from a welfare agency when necessary. Patients are assisted with budget counseling or obtaining a loan if necessary.
At the time of discharge we can be of great service to the patient by
our courtesy in answering the many questions they have about their bills and
by filling out their insurance forms so that they are able to collect their
benefits from insurance companies. We assist patients in completing claim
forms when they are unable to do so themselves. When the patient leaves our
office, he knows how the bill is being handled and what we expect of him.
The Business Office has begun a consulting service with various physicians' offices to assist their staff in the collection of third party pay.
The doctor's office staff comes to our office and spends some time with the
Medicare, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, County and Commerical Insurance Clerks in
order to find out what information they need to obtain from the patients and
the procedure to be used in billing third parties. The Commercial Insurance
Clerks also provide the physician's staff with a photostatic copy of the
list we maintain containing the names and addresses of insurance companies,
unions and employers which we bill frequently.
Although it is less gratifying to take than to give, we believe
the Business Office can be of great service by courteous, efficient and
per methods of collecting patients' accounts. This continues to be our
If we accomplish it, the St. Cloud Hospital will be able to continue to
service.

•
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Wayne R. Lauermann
Business Office Manager
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CONTINUING- EIALCATION DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
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Our department quarterly reports reveal the following interesting statistics
for 1977-78:
611 employees, volunteers, and affiliating students completed orientation
programs
3,861 people attended 64 general employee educational programs
2,885 patients participated in patient education programs
1,480 community people were offered programs on health topics
1,406 clients were served by the Health Science Library
228 new books were cataloged for department libraries and the Health
Science Library
107 bibliographies and 6 LATCH's were developed by the Health Science
Librarian
324 requests for library references were filled through Minitex and Interlibrary Loan
4,457 patient requests for magazines; 2,034 requests for paperback books and
164 requests for large print books were provided by the Patient Librarian
14 videotape productions were completed
6 slide/tape productions were completed
30 photography projects Were completed
103 video playbacks on Channel 6

In addition to the above we have accomplished the following major activities:
The Motivational Dynamics Course was offered to 44 department heads, assistant department heads, and the Administrative Council. The Performance Appraisal Workshop was offered to all managers and supervisors. Major employee
workshops were offered in the following topics: Primary Nursing, Isolation,
I.V. Tubing, Tube Feeding, Family Therapy, Alcoholism, and Professional Burnout.
In the Spring of 1978 we opened three employee education programs to outside
health care agencies. "Insights on Aging," "Rehab Center Functions," and
"Adolescence and Group Therapy," were well attended and received good evaluations from the participants.
200 Crisis Intervention in Nursing modules were sold in 1977-78. The Cardiovascular and Respiratory modules are being revised.
Two new patient education programs were implemented this year. The pre-postoperative program was offered on 5 South with good evaluations from the patients. The refresher prenatal program was started in February of 1978 and
offered to 100 couples.
The Kiwanis•Patient Library expanded services to CCU, ICU, Maternity and
Adolescent lounges.
The above-mentioned educational accomplishments were made by the following
caring Continuing Education Department people and everyone who has assisted our
department.
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EMPLOYEES
Linda Wallen, Jeanette Carlson, Jim Painter, Patty Ley, Gary Andrist, Sharon
Schneider, Judy Heeter (temporary replacement for Sharon during LOA), and
Pat Kasimor.

VOLUNTEERS
Elizabeth Buscher, Betty Thelen, Cal Jensen, Joan Hicks, Angie Ahles, Judy
Heeter and Laurena Ryan.

TRI-CAP STUDENTS
Barb Grant and Laurie Obstarcyzk
My thanks to all of these great people who are dedicated to helping our employees, patients and community.

4 L
filVT
Sally Grabuski, Director
0414

Continuing Education Department

•
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DATA ?ROCESSING EPA liTrIENT
1977 - 1978
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The major project during the past fiscal year was installation of the
new Hewlett Packard HP3000 computer, and the program conversion of all existing computer systems used by the Data Processing Department. The conversion involved nearly 2800 man hours and was completed on June 1, 1978.
The conversion went very well with only a minimal disruption of service to
the hospital departments.
The new system is designed to handle multiple terminals for program
maintenance; inquiry into computer files, and updating of new information;
while concurrently processing regular batch jobs such as payroll, inventory, and patient billing. It also has considerably more memory and disc
file storage which allows us to retain large volumes of data on the disc
files. This means that we now have the potential to develop rapid access
to all of the hospital's computerized files merely by inquiring through a
keyboard and display terminal.
A second major change in the department was the cancelling of all
maintenance agreements on the existing computer equipment. This means
that all electronic equipment in the department is either maintained by
department personnel or serviced on a time and material basis through the
original vendor of the equipment. This was a major change for the department since computer customers are typically serviced under a contract maintenance agreement which tends to free the customer from any responsibility
regarding computer service or down time. The savings experienced so far
have more than justified the inconvenience.

•

Our plans for the next fiscal year include the development of communication capabilities for some of the hospital departments. Accounts Payable
and Payroll will very likely be the first departments to experience the
effects of direct computer access. With the high frequency of inquiry into the computer files that normally occurs, we should be able to allow rapid updating of payroll and general ledger files without some of the manual coding that must otherwise take place. A reduction in error correction
should also be evident, due to the capability of being able to observe the
actual contents of the file immediately after the change.
These methods of on-line computer access can be accommodated very
economically with our present system since the design of the hardware is
oriented to these types of applications. Expansion of the systems may require additional terminals, and these can be added without further programming effort once the system is installed.

Terry Heinen
Data Processing Manager
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DEVELOPMENT RtsiD COPrittlitlY "RELATIONS DEAR-MEAT
1977 - 1978
The 1977-78 fiscal year was the first full year of
operation for the Development and Community Relations
Department. It was also the 50th Anniversary of St.
Cloud Hospital.
Observing the 50th Anniversary of SCH provided a
variety of opportunities for expanded community relations. These involved the publication of a 24-page tabloid--courtesy of the St. Cloud Daily Times, the publication of a booklet outlining the 50 years of the hospital's community services, plus numerous other publications.
The year also provided another significant milestone in the hospital's history. A Development Council, made up of volunteers from the local area, held
its first formal meeting on October 19, 1977. Edward
A. Zapp, Sr. was named Chairman of the Council, Sy Janochoski was named Vice Chairman. The purpose of the
Development Council was defined to be to expand community relations and to help the hospital maintain financial viability.
In January of 1978, the Development Council recommended that the hospital enter into a direct mail program as a first step in its long-range program. As of
June 29, 1978, the Development Fund had deposits totalling $42,911.76.
During the year there was another significant expansion in the department's activities. Community relations activities were able to be increased as a result of an addition to the department's staff. During
the year our department was able to make 112 presentations to nearly 2700 members of various community
groups.

•

Other departmental activities include maintaining
the hospital's communications unit under the direction
of Communications Supervisor Rita Johnson; publication
of the "Beacon Light," "Today," and the "Friday Bulletin"; the production of a slide/sound presentation on
hospital services which is now being used for community groups; assisting with the coordination of National
Hospital Week, Business-Education Day, the third Annual Auxiliary Ball, the activities of the SCHLAP Committee; numerous photo displays; and serving as liaison
with local news media.

Jeff L.
air, Director
Development and Community Relations Department
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DIETARY DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
1977-1978
704,991
1,931

Total meals served
Daily average

1976-1977
706,072
1,934

Meals served to patients
Daily average
Modified diet percentage

366,406
1,004
32.5%

370,207
1,014
.
32.6%

Other meals served
Daily average

338,585
928

335,865
920

2,062

2,051

Diet counseling

The decrease in the number of patient meals parallels the decrease in the
total patient days. The change in the number of other meals was due primarily
to an increase in Home Delivered Meals.
Patient Services
Several sections of the Diet Manual were revised to reflect current practices. The ad hoc committee of the Medical Staff who advised during the preparation of the 1974 edition again reviewed and approved the changes.
Giving diet counseling and assisting the patients in need of nutritional
support were the main activities of the clinical dietitians. As the demand
for documentation on the care of the individual patient increases, the records
of food and nutrient intake become more complex. Assurance that adequate food
is served, records of plate waste and observations that a patient "ate well"
do not furnish objective evidence of adequate nutrition. Checks of patient's
weight changes, calculation of food intake and multidisciplinary nutritional
assessment including the use of available laboratory values are methods being
used increasingly by the dietitians. These evaluations are time consuming and
the challenge is to identify the methods giving the most accurate and useful
data about the nutritional state of the patient with the least expenditure of
time and money. An added challenge is early identification of the patients
who need support.
A new edition of the patient TV program "How to Select Your Menu" was
prepared by the Continuing Education Department. The film takes the patient
into the hospital kitchen to see his food being prepared and, hopefully, to
stimulate his appetite.
Administrative Services
With the cooperation of the Nursing Service and Materials Management departments a "unit dosage" system for tube feedings was initiated. The approved
department infection control guidelines are in use. Quality control in the
dietary department centered upon quality and quantity of food served, quality
and timeliness of service and sanitation. The department provided a series of
dinners to help initiate the SCH Development Program.
The revised supervisory structure used this year has allowed more continuous support to department employees. Employees assisted in completing new
department personnel guidelines. The Attitude and Morale survey results were
discussed at several department meetings and small group or unit meetings were
held for problem solving.
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Outreach
Some improvement was made in the ability of the department to respond to
the weekly fluctuations in the number of requests for outpatient diet counseling.
Dietitians continued to teach nutrition in the hospital and community
education classes.
They also went into the community to present a class on
infant nutrition at a high school and to offer nutrition information at a
Make Today Count meeting. Consultant dietitians services were provided to
three institutions.
Staff Development and Education
33 new employees completed the Basic Dietary Workshop.
In addition to
refresher classes on fire prevention, food sanitation and body mechanics,
regularly scheduled inservices included the following topics: History and
Sponsorship of St. Cloud Hospital, You Are The Hospital, Dental Nutrition,
Alcoholism Awareness and Independence in Eating. Supervisory inservice centered on interpersonal relations and supervising adolescent employees. Four
supervisors completed the course, Training the Trainer. Workshops attended
by dietitians included those on nutritional care in coronary heart, infant
and adolescent nutrition, nutrition and cancer, nutritional assessment and
symposiums on diabetes, consultant dietitics and management.
The fourth class of dietitian trainees began in January, 1978. All graduates of the course have passed the ADA registration examination. Two students from Alexandria Vocational School are completing four months of work
experience as dietetic assistants. During the school year two students from
a high school diversified vocational rehabilitation program were employed.
Clerical assistance is being provided by a student from a cooperative employment-study program arranged recently with another high school.
Many people and departments in the hospital contributed to the nutritional care of the patients. Whether it was by providing information, services,
supplies or adjusting schedules, we thank you for the teamwork that helped us
achieve our goals.

9

410&e,PILt./,...4:6)9
,41
(Mrs.) Mary Jane Schoffman, R.D.
Director of Dietetics
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ECG FIND EE.Ge DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978

Electrocardiograms, inpatients
Electrocardiograms, outpatients
Electrocardiogram exercise tests
Holter recorder and scans
Pacemaker follow-up

Electroencephalograms, inpatients
Electroencephalograms, outpatients

1977-1978
9,546
597
273
211
241
10,868

1976-1977
9,156
620
187
136
58
10,157

1975-1976
9,181
554
154
88
N/A
10,025

778
327
1,105

684
320
1,004

688
354
1,043

.

The ECG department of the St. Cloud Hospital offers non-invasive diagnostic procedures which include ECG's, stress testing, Holter monitoring,
pacemaker follow-up evaluation.
The fiscal year 1977-78 continued to show a progressive growth in total
modalities. During the next year we will be updating ECG's from single channel to 3-channel machines ;stress testing to 3-channel continuous monitoring;
Holter monitoring; 2 additional 435 tape recorders.
Electrocardiograms are being interpreted by the following Internists:
Dr. James H. Kelly, Dr. Paul T. Moran, Dr. Harry E. Windschitl, Dr. Robert
W. Burmaster, Dr. Wesley L. Lindquist, Dr. David L. Hanson, Dr. Hans H.
Engman, Dr. Thomas H. Luby,Dr. Richard L. Thienes, Dr. Jerome J. Ballantine,
and Dr. Mary Ann Stiles on a monthly basis. The high month for Electrocardiography procedures was November, 1977,when 1,025 procedures were performed.
Electroencephalograms are interpreted by the Minneapolis Neurological
Clinic on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. The high month for EEG procedures
was October, 1977, when 110 EEG procedures were performed.
During the next fiscal year the EEG department will begin performing
16 channel recordings as well as 8 channel recordings. The collodion method
of electrode application will also begin.
The ECG-EEG Department continues to expand and upgrade its modalities
to continue to provide current non-invasive diagnostic testing.

Ade:460(4aJi

Michael G. Patton, Director
Electrocardiology and Electroencephalography
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EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978

1928

7978

Quality of patient care is an indirect rather than a direct result of the
functioning of the Employment Department. All departments have to be adequately staffed and positions filled in a timely manner with qualified employees before quality patient care can be accomplished. However, measurable standards
of performance are important in service departments as well as patient care
areas.
Our goals for the coming year include developing methods of measurement
so we may be able to set standards for quality of performance within the Employment Department.
Accomplishments of our department for fiscal 1977 - 1978 include:
The reassigning of all employees on 3 Northwest with the closing of
that unit;
The recruitment of Administrators for 2 hospitals and 2 nursing homes
through Saint Cloud Hospital's Shared Services Program;
Hospital-wide committee work for each member of our department;
Participation in the supervisory workshop of Performance Appraisal
and Interviewing Techniques.
Some measure of department activity for the year is indicated in the following:
New applications accepted
2,185
Applications renewed
1,536
Exit interviews
286
Employment turnover rate
21.5%
Positions Vacated
Employee resignations processed
Employees on approved LOA
Employee transfers processed. . .
Employee promotions processed . .
Part-time going to full-time. . .
Positions Filled
By new employees hired
By LOA returnees
By transfer
By promotion
By part time going to full time
Positions open June 30, 1978.

.

360
146
92
64
90
752 •
309
112
92
64
90
667
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This,report cannot be complete without a "thank you" to Esther, Barb and
Wanda. It's their consistent hard work that makes the Employment Department a
service to all of us.
OA-4,4;x/ ArA!
Pauline Page
Employment Manager
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DEPARTMENTAL PERSONNEL
1977 - 1978

FULL
TIME

PART
TIME

1
1

0
0

1
6

0
0

1 .0

257
23
7
19
53
12
17

318
17
12
7
52
2
8

392.9
31.9
14.9
24.4
77.8
14.0
24.3

Laboratories
Radiology
Medical Records
Dietary
Emergency-Outpatient

34
21
21
59
9

14
18
13
54
20

43.5
30.3
26.6
89.6
22.8

Rehabilitation Center
Mental Health Program
Alcoholism Treatment Program
Social Services
Psychology Services
Spiritual Care
ECG-EEG

30
18
18
5
2
5
5

18
20
13
0
0
2
2

39.6
33.1
27.0
5.0
2.0
5.9
6.8

Business Office
Centralized Purchasing &
Materials Management
Data Processing
Patient Representative
Accounting

19

5

23.1

44
7
1
5

25
4
0
0

62.5
9.1
1.0
5.0

6
7
4
6
2
1

0
2
0
3
4
7

6.0
8.5
4.0
7.1
3.7
4.4

1
1
30

0
0
4

1.0
1.0
33.3

8
2
764

15
0
659

17.5
2.0
1,110.6

Executive Vice President
Associate Administrator
Director of Continuing
Medical Education
Assistant Administrators
Nursing Service
Surgery
Admissions
Anesthesiology
Housekeeping
Pharmacy
School of Nursing

Wage and Benefits
Administrative Office Services
Employment Department
Continuing Education
Volunteer
Coffee Shop
Systems Design
Planning and Shared Services
Engineering
Development and Community
Relations
Medical Staff Office
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ENGREERMcv antC15 DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
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Engineering Services Department (Power Plant, Maintenance, Building &
Grounds, Security C Safety) provides services for planning, organizing, implementing ) supervision, installation and maintenance necessary to maintain Security and Safety, boilers, pumps, physical plant, utilities, heating and cooling
systems, and electronic communications, which provide the physical environment
for patient care. The Department also maintains operational and dependable the
supportive mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, electronic and biomedical equipment necessary for patient care and treatment. Supportive department equipment--Dietary, Laundry, Housekeeping, Central Service, Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy and others--is also maintained operational. Services are provided for parking, parking control, key control, building security, interior
and exterior aesthetics and upkeep, grounds maintenance, snow removal, car
starting, trash removal, incineration, communications systems, television, equipment selection-modification, department layout and renovation.
The department employees have the skills of power plant operators, plumbers, welders, carpenters, electricians, painters, mechanics, masons, plasterers, refrigeration and air conditioning mechanics, electronic servicemen,
gardeners and Security and Safety officers.
In addition to the task of maintaining the hospital facilities and equipment operational this past year the Department, through the dedicated efforts
and cooperation of department personnel, was able to complete the following
projects:
1. Installation of Group-call Pager System.
2. Replacement of major water lines serving the South Wing.
3. Charging the Hospital heating system with antifreeze to prevent frozen
pipes and coils.
4. Installation of water treatment equipment for air conditioning system to
minimize major maintenance costs and down time and to increase equipment
efficiency.
5. Installation of emergency lighting for elevators.
6. Contract for and supervision of sealcoating of roads and parking lots.
7. Restriping parking lots.
8. Installation of additional smoke detectors and electrical hold-open devices at Hospital and School of Nursing.
9. Installation of air conditioning at the School of Nursing classroom,
10. Installation of special patient radiation heating panel in PAR.
11. Major remodeling and equipment installation in Central Service.
12. Major remodeling and air conditioning system installation for Pharmacy.
13. Installation of automatic door at N.W. entrance.
14. Modification of hospital facilities to meet the needs of the handicapped.
15. Completion of Hospital Safety Manual.
16. Design and construction of a Disaster Board.
17. Building and installing of cabinets, shelves, etc., at St. Benedictis Center.
18. Implementation and posting of signs relating to smoking p olicies.
19. safety programs relating to lifting, fire fighting and prevention for
Hospital personnel, Volunteers and Nursing Students.
20. Upgrading Hospital heating system to conserve on energy.

LL7

21. Remodel the AHEC office facility (1528 N. 6 Ave.) in order to convert it
to living quarters for Sisters of St. Benedict.
22. Install furnace humidifiers at two homes for Sisters of St. Benedict.
Some projects the Engineering Services Department will be working with
this coming year are:
1. Installation of cooling-tower water meters in order to receive a billing
credit for cooling-tower water usage.
2. Construction of an isolation room for Intensive Care Unit.
3. Construction ) cabinets, shelves, desks and counter tops for new areas being constructed for X-ray and Mental Health Unit.
4. Installation of new automatic doors for Admissions area.
5. Installation of additional humidifiers for Surgery Unit, O.B. and E.R.
6. Installation of air dryers for Hospital compressed air system.
7. Upgrading the heating system at the School of Nursing to conserve on
energy.
8. Installation of power monitoring equipment in order to minimize power demand and billing costs.
9. Design and installation of Dietary tray and dish conveyor to the dishwasher.
10. Additional modification of facilities to meet the needs of the handicapped at the Hospital and School of Nursing.
11. Review and possible installation of energy saving equipment for Hospital
heating-cooling system and laundry water usage.
12. Installation of fire extinguisher equipment for modified Medical Records
storage area.
13. Contract for construction of 1,000 sq. ft. storage building to meet hospital storage needs.
14. Install automatic doors at Labor Room.
15. Remodeling Projects for Surgery, 3 South, Anesthesia, School of Nursing,
Continuing Education, Mental Health Unit.
16. Modify or enlarge the intercom system for Nursery-Labor rooms and Mental Health Unit.
17. Installation of additional monitoring equipment in CCU, PAR and Anesthesia Units.

(IL

John Seelhammer
Director of Engineering Services
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CENTRAL "'PURCHASING FIND MATERIALS MANAG-ErNENT
1977 - 1978
Our goal for fiscal 1977 - 78 was to implement inventory control, charge, recovery, and centralized distribution of stock medical supplies, office supplies
and forms with the exchange cart system. Presently we have six nursing units on
the exchange cart system and the percentage for charge recovery of chargeable
items is 99%. On the units on the cart exchange program, we found that in order
to have total chart recovery control it was necessary to do an exchange system on
I.V. Starting Trays and Dressing Change Carts. We will continue the implementation of the exchange cart system on nursing units and departments until completed.
The stock inventory control provides units on the exchange cart system with supplies and forms required for a twenty-four hour period and eliminates the overstocking of supplies. Hopefully, plans for the future will provide an area that
will combine the Cart Exchange System and supplies dispensed from Central Service
Department into one Centralized Distribution Center.
The Automatic Purchase Order Printouts System of setting the reorder points
and economic order quantities for stock supplies continues to hold our stock supplies at the required levels and keeps our stock turnover rate at a desirable percentage.
The average turnover rate per month during the fiscal year 1976-77 was
7.09.
Under the Automatic Purchase Order Printouts system the average turnover
rate per month was 8.49.

•

In 1977 the hospital developed a policy on Central Record Storage (Archives).
The policy states that a central record storage area shall be provided for all departments to house the records that cannot be stored adequately within their department. The coordination of the archives will be the responsibility of the Department of Centralized Purchasing and Materials Management. Materials Management
was involved in a study of theft Medical Records and X-ray Film Archive Area. The
prime objective was to obtain the necessary equipment and to utilize better the
existing floor space. Recommendations were made to purchase electrical movable
shelving for the medical records which will increase filing inches from 32,450 to
65,000,
With the increase of activities in the Print Shop, new equipment and additional space is our prime concern. A new semi-automated offset press has been ordered,
and replacement of the present 13-year-old press will be considered if adequate
space is provided. With these additions we can handle more work efficiently with
less turn-around time.
The Laundry processed 1,847,749 pounds of laundry that included 331,716 sheets
and 12,996 pounds of laundry for the DeTox Center. Number two Troy washer was replaced with a 450 pound Milnor washer and number three Troy washer is scheduled to
be replaced by a 450 pound Milnor washer in September, 1978. This will complete
the installation of new washers ,and at this time we can make plans for waste .water
heat reclaimer and water reuse systems, which will result in a saving of water
usage. A new laundry marking machine was also installed this past fiscal year.
In the fiscal year Central Service processed and sterilized 281,179 items,
dispensed 34,471 parenteral solutions, processed 2,500 gallons of unsterile distilled water, applied 31,282 warm pack treatments and dispensed 209,431 patient
care items.' The decontamination equipment for the processing area has been installed, which completes the decontamination concept in the Central Service Dept.

Maynard Lommel
Director of Centralized Purchasing and Materials Management Department
14 9
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inEDICRL RECORDS DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
.01(6
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.30 The Medical Record Department started fiscal 1978 working on the An9ual
4,0.°
Report for 1977. Then, promptly after publication in September, we spent
600 woman hours on Adventures in Attitudes, an in-hospital program for the
employees ably conducted by Jeanette Carlson of the Continuing Education Department. The department enjoyed and benefited from the program, however,
the side effect was a backlog of coding and abstracting that we're still
working to eliminate.
Ten medical care audits for 1977 were finished, or so we thought until
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospital surveyors who came in June
decreed that six of them were not finished because follow-up was not documented.
We learned that it is essential that an audit show the effect of
whatever action was taken as a result of the findings.
Now we have a good
start on ten new audits that need to be finished in calendar 1978.
We have
also started intra-departmental audits of chart assembly and transcription.
Mr. Salvekar, Systems Design Engineer,studied the Medical Record Department and produced a new formula for obtaining the productivity ratio. The
study required considerable department time to explain the variables that
are an inevitable component of working, as we do, with the entire hospital.
The department produced numerous reports for Mr. Briggs, directly and
indirectly. The last two months of the year were somewhat hectic getting
ready for the Joint Commission survey the last three days of June. Everyone
cooperated to bring all of the records up to date and on June 27 there were
four deficient charts! The backlog of coding was reduced to 2%) months.
As recognition of our 50th Anniversary, we reviewed annual reports for
the fifty years since the hospital opened. Statistics on admissions, births,
occupancy, therapies and tests are available from the beginning and we're
printing some of them here. Statistics on treatments are available but are
less comparable because methods of counting change.
1928
2902
306

1938
4026
562

1948
10022
2067

1958
12742
2247

1968
14964
1774

1978
17182
1941

177
26

196
26

280
47

300
45

300
45

465
40

Daily census excl. NB

84

131

220

244

285

345

Length of stay (all)

10.2 d.

12 d.

7.8 d.

7 d.

7 d.

7.4 d.

Operations

1189

1777

4359

Admissions excl. NB
Newborn
Beds in use
Bassinets

% deaths (all)
% newborn deaths
Autopsies

5759

9283

.

10404*

4.7%

3.7%

2.2%

1.95%

2.3%

1.6%

9.4%

4.3%

1.4%

1.5%

1.3%

0.5%

15

19

42

145

171

55

Outpatients
8780
92
14076
1552
27927
39153
exclusive of unscheduled surgery in the Emergency-Outpatient Dept.,
which was done in the O.R. in 1968 and before.
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The reports contain history of hospital medical care. A 1929 addendum,a
questionnaire from the University of Illinois on the Medical Staff's opinion
on whether or not a physician should specialize in both Obstetrics and Gynecology or only one of them was answered here overwhelmingly in favor of separation. The questionnaires were to be used in a White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection and indicate a search for the best in school
curricula.
The reports from 1928 to the early '40's were completely statistical
and contained lists and quantities of diagnoses treated and operations per!formed. Sister Elmarie, O.S.B., R.R.A., started
the narrative reports by Chiefs of Services in 1941.
The hospital always had Chiefs of Services, even
when it was not departmentalized as it is now. From
that beginning the report has grown to include narrative and/or statistics from all areas of the hospital.
In 1948 Dr. R. N. Jones, Chief of Surgery and

advised that if surgery is extensive,
4.Anesthesia,
it is well to switch to another anesthetic for balanced anesthesia. He also asked everyone to avoid smoking in the vicinity
of anesthetics. He asked for sympathy and understanding when some operations take longer than planned and the O.R. schedule could not be followed
exactly. The 1968 Department of Surgery report by Dr. E. J. Schmitz mentions appointment of an O.R. Happiness Committee to handle scheduling problems. Expansion of the surgical suite and the work of the Systems Design
Engineer on scheduling apparently helped to resolve such problems by 1978.
The growth in variety and complexity of surgical procedures performed
here is apparent from the reports. While most of the operations common now
were frequent through the years (inguinal herniorrhaphy, cholecystectomy,
DaC, suture of lacerations, reduction of fracture), there has been growth in
length and complexity. Cataract surgery has changed from removal only to reColon surgery
placement by prosthesis. TUR has become one of the top ten.
Uterine
developed when antibiotics and improved anesthesia were available.
suspensions came and went. Ear surgery under a microscope has become common.
TFA's rose and fell in popularity. Hip and knee replacements, neurosurgery
and heroic gastrointestinal surgery are the newer stars.
There were 144 appendectomies in 1932, nearly as many as
there are now. However, in 1932 they were 16% of the
total of 882 procedures in the O.R. that year.
The dire financial straits of the hospital in the
depression years are illustrated in a report to the
American Hospital Association for 1933. Total hospital
days of care in 1933 were 40,447. Full pay was expected
for only 25% but even that was not fully collected. 40%
The patients
of the days were part-pay by the county.
2%
could not pay all of the balance charged to them.
were complimentary to employees and to physicians and
33% was free care for which the only
their families.
OR4
help received from anywhere was $107 from the Daughters
of Isabella. Cost control must have been at its best---total hospita
ting cost per patient day was $2.15!
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The Medical Record Department has also grown from two part-time employees, two manual typewriters and one small room to 33 employees,23 typewriters
and a large work area; from records completely handwritten to copious dictation resources for physicians and a large transcription pool; from little or
no correspondence regarding patients to an average of 45 letters a week to
other hospitals, insurance companies and lawyers; from a completely handwritten disease and operation card index to use of a computer 800 miles away.
Until 1968 insurance companies paid outpatient claims on receipt of a
bill; in 1968 they asked for a diagnosis or other reason for the outpatient
examination or treatment. In 1978 Blue Cross asked that we also code the diagnosis for their computer. The newest development is purchase of mechanized
shelving for the permanent record file. Despite departmental change the basic medical record has remained the same. Authorizations and documentation
details have proliferated, but why the patient is in the hospital and whether
he was treated so as to obtain the best possible result are still the key indicators of the quality of care and of the record.
We continue to work at getting good records and say "Many thanks" to
physicians, and all of the hospital personnel who help. My special sincere
appreciation to all of the Medical Record Department employees who work hard
to meet both the usual and the unexpected demands placed on them.

Sister Mary Schneider, R.R.A.
Director of Medical Records Services

•

Monday, 7:30 a.m.

•

Friday, 4:30 p.m.
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NURSING SERVICE N•PARTMENT
1977 - 1978
This past year the emphasis surrounding activities in the Nursing Service
Department was on quality care, improved communication systems, cost control
and planning.
Some areas reflecting quality control include the continuation of combined audits with the Medical Staff, revision of the Quality Control Checklist,
and revision of all job descriptions in the Nursing Service Department. Nursing Service worked closely with the Infection Control Committee to update policies and procedures relating to infection control. IV standards have been
developed and all policies and procedures are in the process of being updated.
Projected plans for Fall include an IV continuing education program and a system defining responsibility for IV therapy at various levels in nursing.
Our current patient classification system has been expanded and serves as
both a quality and cost control mechanism in the assignment of Nursing Service
staff. The pre and post-op patient education program was evaluated on one unit
with positive results. Plans are to expand this program to all surgery related units. Our experience this past year with husbands in the Delivery Room
and the addition of sibling visiting has enhanced our concepts of Family Centered Maternity Care and proved to be a worthwhile and enjoyable experience
for both the families and nursing staff.

•

The addition of an RN leadership component to our RN orientation program
has proved to be beneficial in helping the new graduate with transition from
student to RN. Our Primary Care and Chart Documentation Committees spent the
past year in data gathering and we will be evaluating their recommendations
this coming year to determine direction to move for the future. We will continue to monitor effects of mandatory continuing education for all RN's with
stress being placed on the individual's responsibility for continuing education and accountability for nursing care delivered.
In cooperation with Materials Management, a supply cart exchange system
is in the process of being implemented. This system will speak to both quality
and cost control for our department by assuring availability of necessary supplies and a consistent system to recover costs of items.
This past year individual monthly unit meetings were established for all nursing units as a
means to provide both upward and downward communication with employees and management. Nursing
continues to be involved on hospital committees
and clinical department meetings to provide nursing input at these sessions. A meeting with Head
Nurses and Chiefs of Service was held last Fall
that addressed roles and means to improve communication .between nursing and the Medical Staff.
This coming year the Ethical and Religious Directives, which emphasize Human Value needs, will be
addressed in light of strengthening the caring
role of the nurse.
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We continue to work with the Schools of Nursing utilizing our clinical
facility in order to plan effective learning experiences for the student. This
past year we expanded usage of clinical facilities to include the RN Refresher
Program.
Planning played a major role for us this past year.
In Fall of 1977 we
started planning for closing of our Skilled Nursing Facility. This unit closed
on May 13th and all nursing staff was reassigned to other units in the Department. During the year we spent considerable time on developing long-range
plans for our department that, in turn, were utilized by our Hospital Consultant for the Hospital Master Plan.
This year we initiated a day-long session involving all Head Nurses, Supervisors and Clinicians as a means to develop objectives for the coming year.
This session was based on the Department Head Retreat and proved to be a rewarding day.
In the coming year we will continue with planning for the future as we
look at critical care, oncology, ambulatory surgery and hospice care needs of
our patients. Peer review and discharge planning, although already in process,
are areas that we see need further development.
Once again I must add that the support, care and concern of all personnel
in our department is the reason we are able to function effectively.
The co- '
operation of other departments, the support from Administration and the Board
of Trustees is another asset this department enjoys.
To all who help us serve our patients better, may God bless you always.

Connie Moline, RN
Director of Nursing Service

•

Going Home!
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OPERPtTING- U0r1
1977 - 1978

Most projections for the 1977-78 fiscal year were satisfactorily accomplished: The orientation program was revised and updated to meet very specific needs of the orientee; the inservice conferences were scheduled on a
tightly regulated schedule and attendance closely monitored so that all personnel were included; instrument and needle count procedures were developed
and implementation initiated.
GROUP DYNAMICS was the theme and thrust of the February annual O.R.
Workshop. Personnel interaction was constructive and positive. Considerable
time was provided for personnel in small groups to develop achievable objectives for the suite. It is my observation that personnel understand more
and more their responsibility in "participative management." They are skillful and find satisfaction in O.R. nursing. Minimal turnover is reflected in
the 1977-78 fiscal year.
Utilization of the Operating Room Suite tips the scale between 70% and
75%. A rather rapidly evolving trend is that more surgery patients are admitted as outpatients. Some return home the day of surgery while others remain for an overnight postoperatively.
All budgeted capital equipment was purchased after considerable input
from surgeons and personnel. Cost containment and patient benefits were considered crucial in making responsible recommendations.
The disappointment that surfaced was that there was no evidence of
renovation nor substantial planning for renovation of the 0. R. suite. Congestion and minimal storage space are obvious detriments to traffic and care
of expensive equipment and supplies.
A hearty "thank you" and warm appreciation to all who serve the sick in
the operating room.

is ter Mary Ellen Machtemes, R.N.
Operating Room Supervisor
1928
1978
SOW CLOUD HOSPITAL
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INARITIENCY DEPRRTIIIENT
1977 - 1978
1977 - 1978 was again a busy year in the Pharmacy Department. The greatest increase in activities was in the I.V. additive area with a 21% daily increase, the demand going from 143 I.V.'s a day to 183 I.V.'s daily. Although
the regular workload showed a slight decrease in activities corresponding to
the decrease in patient days, the I.V. workload and the increase in drug purchases indicates an increase in the intensity of care for patients admitted.
The Pharmacy expansion completed last Fall increased the square footage
in the space allotted for the preparation of I.V. additives, making the anticipated increase in activities in this area more comfortable. The added space
in the I.V. additive preparation area made it possible to add another laminar
flow hood, making it possible for two pharmacists to work in this area and to
expand in the future the scope of sterile preparation to other medications besides the I.V. additives.
Some other changes made in the I.V. additive area as a result of having
more room include
(1) The delivery of TPN solutions (Total Parenteral Nutrition) to
the nursing units in plastic bags, eliminating for Nursing Service the leaking of solutions which occurred with the older
type bottle. Use of the plastic bags also improved the preparation of these vital and sensitive medications by allowing a
completely closed system of preparation, thus eliminating further the chances of airborne contaminants from these solutions.
(2) The use of four different TPN base solutions, two of which have
standard electrolyte packages which allow the physician to order a solution which is easier for the Pharmacy to prepare and
consequently cheaper for the patient. A standard order form
was developed earlier in the year, eliminating many chances of
error in the ordering of these solutions.
In the area of controlled substances we continue our vigilance with additional spontaneous audits on the floors and further accountabilty in the Pharmacy. Added space from our renovation allows us more room to handle the substances that federal authorities are constantly requiring us to control, now
and in the future.
Much time and effort was spent by Nursing Service and Pharmacy during
the past year in evaluating and presenting the "Unit Dose Drug Distribution"
concept to the Medical and Administrative staffs preparatory to institution
of the system at St. Cloud Hospital. With cost containment now a household
word, the project has been delayed indefinitely.
The Pharmacy staff looks forward with others to continued progress in the
care of patients at the St. Cloud Hospital during the coming year and is willing and anxious to accept its role in the plan for accomplishing this purpose.

Rog Buchholz
Director of Pharmacy
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PUNNING* DEMRTFIENT
1977 - 1978
The activity of planning is dynamic, challenging, complex and at
times frustrating. However, despite many changes in health care services,
economic environment, technology and community expectations, our department heads continue to meet the challenges so that St. Cloud Hospital remains one of the most successful and respected hospitals in Minnesota.
Part of the planning function is to see that resources are properly
used. To assist in this function, the department of planning compiled financial and statistical data for use by divisions and departments in their
own planning. Historical data was used as a base with projections made on
the basis of this data. Continual updating of this information will provide a useful tool for future planning.
To assist in the preparation of a master plan update, a planning consultant has been working with the hospital for the past six months. The
planning department, in conjunction with the various departments, has been
busy gathering and compiling pertinent data for use in the master plan. In
addition, the planning done by departments prior to the current year has
been most helpful to the consultant in identifying program and facility
needs for the future.
With the help of Systems Design and Data Processing, a patient origin
study was initiated. A quarterly review of this document gives a good indication of the area served by St. Cloud Hospital and allows for orderly
planning to best meet identified needs.
The planning department has also been involved with department heads
In some instances, these have
in the area of shared service agreements.
It is another evidence of
expanded in scope and will continue to do so.
the capability of St. Cloud Hospital to provide quality service to others
in need.
Throughout the year, requests were received for additional or reallocated space. Efforts have been made to meet these requests., The most
formidable task in this regard is the utilization of space resulting from
the closing of 3 Northwest. A series of moves is underway as of the close
of the fiscal year which will provide both the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Unit and Mental Health Unit with capabilities for expanded services.
More and more the external environment is impinging on the hospital's
ability to plan for itself. This makes the planning function extremely important. In addition, the whole area of marketing as it relates to hospitals is looked upon as a function of the planning department. With this
in mind, a reorganization for the coming year has been undertaken and the
function of planning will now be at the level of assistant administrator.
This will bring added challenges to an already important function and require of department heads that they continue to be effective planners for
their own areas as well as for the hospital as a whole.

Sister Luke Hoschette, O.S.B.
Planning Department
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PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
Since its inception the primary function of the Psychology Department
has been to provide psychological evaluation and consultation services
throughout the hospital, and this continues to be the primary role of the
Department. The past fiscal year has seen an increase from 841 to 900 patient contacts, representing a more complete utilization of our services.
This increase has taken place with respect to both inpatients and outpatients, though inpatients continue to be the primary service recipients,
comprising 86% of the total patient contacts.
During the past year there has been a substantial shift in the source
of our referrals--a much larger percentage being Mental Health Unit patients. Approximately 35% of the inpatients we have seen come from this
unit; approximately 34% are patients on the Alcohol and Chemical Dependency Unit; the remaining 31% come from medical and surgical units.
Our department offers servbes only to patients who have been referred
by their physician, and we strive to maintain a good working relationship
with medical staff, nursing staff, and other care givers throughout the
hospital. We have provided several inservices relating to psychological
matters to a variety of different units in the hospital, and we have found
these contacts to be personally rewarding.
The past year has also seen the establishment of a Psychology Department Advisory Committee, comprised of the Director of Psychology Services,
a member of the medical staff, two psychologists from the local community,
and a non-voting administrative representative. The Committee reviews the
credentials of any psychologist seeking the privilege of offering services
in the hospital. Recommendations concerning whether or not such privileges
should be extended are forwarded to the Executive Vice President of the
hospital. The Committee also serves as a peer review board, establishing
criteria and procedures for reviewing the quality of psychological services
offered by the Psychology Department itself or by other psychologists providing services in the hospital.
Goals for the coming year include refinement and improvement of the
peer review system as a way of improving the quality of services offered.
We will also be involved in exploring the feasibility of new services to
be offered, such as a possible treatment program for chronic pain patients
and for obesity.
We hope that the coming year will see continued expansion of the services we render, but we are even more strongly committed to continuous improvement in the quality of services provided.

Steven M. Vincent Ph.D.
Director of Psychology
,
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.REMF‘BILVINTIOR CENTER
1977 - 1978
This past year, the Rehab Center has had many happenings
which we greeted with mixed emotions.
Jean Laudenbach resigned as Chief Occupational Therapist to
become Program Director of the Mental Health Unit. We congratulate her on her promotion. We warmly welcome Donna Revier as the
new Chief Occupational Therapist. Three Registered Physical Therapists left St. Cloud Hospital to work in area physicians' offices. We are very fortunate to now have replacements for them.
Duane Murray, Chief Respiratory Therapist, resigned, and we are
now in the process of recruiting a new Respiratory Therapy Chief.
We are in a building project in the Mental Health Occupational Therapy Unit.
I am impressed with the cooperation of the staff and patients. We hope that through all this, good will come and negatives will lessen.
We are continuing to expand programs in many areas and hope
that we will be able to continue to serve the rehabilitation
needs of the area.
We have shown expansion especially in out-ofhospital programs in nursing homes, schools and area hospitals.
I wish to express my thanks to the entire staff of the Rehabilitation Unit for a job well done in a year when things were
somewhat turbulent. Our thanks to the Rehabilitation Committee
of the Medical Staff and to the entire Medical Staff for its support.
Most important, I hope we have helped those who come to us
in need and that they left better off because of our services.

Earl E. Pederson
Rehabilitation Center Coordinator
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Oct llPATIONPtL THEARPY
1977 - 1978
The year was marked by two major disruptions requiring flexibility and
cooperation on the part of the staff. In September the new chief of Occupational Therapy joined the staff and in March the Mental Health Center was
moved to temporary quarters to allow for renovating of its old space to
accommodate new x-ray equipment.
The Chief Occupational Therapist is now working out of the Rehabilitation area rather than the Mental Health area. The program in Rehabilitation
continues to include emphasis on inpatient treatment with patients from the
Rehabilitation Unit (2NW) as well as including persons from orthopedic, medical and pediatric units. Outpatients primarily included follow-up therapy
for persons discharged from the hospital,for visually impaired, for cerebral
palsied and sensory dysfunctional children.
Community-oriented aspects of the Rehabilitation program increased to
include additional functional treatment and splinting in nursing homes for
the aged;expanded role as member of evaluation team at Developmental Achievement Center for children,consultation in an adolescent psychiatric treatment
center to work with a variety of staff and to identify need for instituting
their own Occupational Therapy department; involvement in a pilot program in
#742 school system regarding evaluation of pre-schoolers.
The Mental Health area was temporarily moved to ground floor (NW), sharing recreation's space during construction of a new clinic on 2 West. The
new area was designed to allow for multiple simultaneous scheduling of the
space. There will be included a group room and a living skill resource area.
It also allows for more efficient use of office and storage space.
Mental Health/Chemical Dependency programming continues to include
scheduling the patients from 2 West and 2 South in the Occupational Therapy
area six hours each day as well as adding therapy on the 2 West Unit for
those persons too ill to go to the clinic area. There was increased use of
the homemaking area in the Rehabilitation space. A new program was implemented with emphasis on basic living skills on both an individual and group
basis. Videotaping was used in this new program. Regular program continued
to include use of manual skills, task groups--verbal and active, sensory integration testing and therapy.
This
A total of 22,438 treatment units were recorded for this year.
includes 10,323 for Rehabilitation and 12,115 for Mental Health/Chemical Dependency. Consultation time and treatment are
not included in these numbers.
The staff was active in continuing education. A two-day workshop on sensory dysfunction
was presented by Occupational Therapy to community educators. Members of the staff attended
workshops, inservices, observed other treatment
centers and participated in educators' meetings
to keep current in knowledge and develop skills
for continued excellence in patient treatment
and to gain expertise in guiding clinical students. Two therapists applied for certification
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in interpretation and administration of Southern California Sensory Integration Tests. Three therapists were appointed to academic rank of supervisor of field work students at the University of North Dakota.
A total of sixteen students were included in the clinical field work
program for persons eligible for Occupational Therapy registration.
Plans for the coming year include moving into the new Mental Health
Clinic with subsequent program changes as the space allows; re-alignment
of mental health/chemical dependency therapists for greater efficiency and
comprehensive therapy; further the development of basic living skills; refining of sensory integration screening and group treatment for 2 West/
2 South adolescents; exploring infant stimulation program;expansion of services for arthritis and diabetes; assessment of cardiac rehabilitation program potential; resumption of certified occupational therapy assistant student program.

.."4:11b01.11X.ArliWGL
ULito ISTIrt••• ■•
Donna Revier, OTR
Chief Occupational Therapist
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T IAy si c ALI'vt e.RAF Y
1977 - 1978
1977-78 was marked with some events of a kind new to us.
Physical therapy services were made available in two of the area
physician offices which decreased our outpatient load. We have
accepted this as competition in the initial state, but hope to
benefit from an increased awareness of physical therapy in the
area.
Our activities were somewhat less than the amount budgeted;
there was, however, a larger discrepancy between budgeted and
actual revenue because the activities that were reduced were the
most expensive modalities.
There was a loss of staff due to personnel leaving to go to
the other offices, but we feel that we have acquired some young
and energetic "new blood." We are continuing the contracts with
the U of M and College of St. Scholastica in Duluth for affiliation training for physical therapy students. We are seeing many
more new advances in physical therapy and the students are coming out of school with experience in many of the new techniques.
Our extended services of consultation and direct treatment
includes Benton County Public Health Nursing Service; area
school districts, whose activities have greatly increased ;
Stearns County Day Activity Center,Westwood School, St. Joseph's
Nursing Home, St. Cloud Manor Nursing Home, Mother of Mercy Nursing Home in Albany and Madden's Nursing Home in Kimball and
South Haven.
We will continue to have inservice education for personnel.
Emphasis will be placed on new advances in Physical Therapy
treatments and on increasing the staff's awareness of management
processes and decisions.
We have good expectations for the coming year in the expansion of present and new areas of Physical Therapy.

QS)T.
Greg ampbell, R.P.T.
Chief Physical Therapist
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nE CREATIONAL THERAPY
1977 - 1978

Reviewing the past year, the Recreational Therapy Department
feels most keenly a strong sense of gratitude. With a department
of only two staff members, we work with between 60 and 65 patients daily and generally have this number in activities at
least twice a day! We could never hope to conduct our programs
or realize therapeutic effects were it not for the cooperative
spirit on the part of the hospital in general, and in particular
the staff on the Mental Health Unit, the Alcohol and Chemical Unit and the Dietary, Engineering and Housekeeping Departments.

•

Our St. Cloud community, too, has supported our recreational
endeavors by providing special services and by opening many facilities to our patients. We are particularly appreciative to the
St. Cloud Department of Parks and Recreation, the St. Cloud Musicians' Association, the Holiday Inn, the Skatin Place and Rapids
Recreation.
We feel an understanding and acceptance by the above departments and agencies of our goal to provide opportunities to explore and experience in-depth reality.
The one new area of our involvement this past year is the
Chemically Dependent Adolescent Program. Our goal there is to expose the adolescents to alternative "highs."
Regarding our quality of care reporting, it has helped us to
systematically place realistic expectations on ourselves regarding our accountability and quality rather than quantity of activities.

OCM-‘.)
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Mary-Ellen West
Chief Recreational Therapist
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SPEECH AND IANGURGE, TREARPY
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1977 - 1978
Speech Pathology Services provides evaluation, diagnosis,
treatment and consultation to individuals and their families who
are speech and language handicapped. Services are provided
throughout the Central Minnesota area through contracts with nursing homes and hospitals ranging from Long Prairie to Onamia. In
addition, the St. Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital received
approximately 15-20 hours a week of our time during the year.
There are no speech pathology services available at the Veterans
Administration Hospital other than those provided by the St.
Cloud Hospital.
The Department has two clinically certified Speech Pathologists who feel that community involvement and education are important aspects of their profession. Accordingly, they are involved in teaching, community agencies and boards, and state organizations.
During the past year the majority of the individuals serviced have been either adults with neurologic deficits or preschool children who are delayed in language development. Approximately 200 patients were seen at the St. Cloud Hospital.
Once again, the St. Cloud area Barbershop Quartet Association has continued its support of our services which is greatly appreciated.

44•6 4
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Ger
A. Carlson, M.A., C.C.C.
Speech Pathologist
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SCHOOL OF NURSING.
1977 - 1978
Organization for Hospital Schools of Nursing
Besides being a member of the. Minnesota Consortium of Diploma Programs
in Nursing, in April, 1978, our school joined the ten-member Great Plains
Consortium of Hospital Schools of Nursing to provide a forum for educators
in hospital schools of nursing.
Faculty
In 1977-78, 51% of our faculty held the National League of Nursing reccommended masters' degrees.
According to Minnesota Board of Nursing statistics for 1976-77, the percentage of faculty holding masters' degrees or higher by. type of program is
as follows:
77% in the Bachelor of Science Nursing programs
52% in the Associate Degree Nursing programs
28% in the Diploma programs
Faculty replacements for 1978-79 will result in a 0.4% increase of-members prepared at the masters level.

•

Continuing Education
One faculty member is returning from a year of sabbatical leave,another
from a year of educational leave. One member will be on sabbatical in 197879. All faculty who do not have masters degrees have written plans to complete the requirement for this degree by 1980 or within five years after
assuming a faculty position.
Eileen Tiedt from Wayne State University was engaged for a two-day consultation visit to assist faculty with curriculum improvement.
Graduates and Their Employment
Seventy nurses were graduated on May 26, 1978.
This number includes 6
men. Graduates have, to date, done self-job placement and have encountered
no difficulty in procuring suitable employment.
Many received position
offers from several institutions. The School also received numerous recruitment offers for graduates of our program.
One month after graduation the 1978 graduates were employed as follows:
23
3
3
1
24
2
1
2
3
3
1
1
3

St. Cloud Hospital
St. Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital
St. Cloud nursing homes
St. Cloud ambulance
rural hospitals and nursing homes in Minnesota
Duluth
Rochester
St. Paul-Minneapolis
North Dakota
Wisconsin
Iowa
school abroad, full time attendance
seeking employment for September
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Enrollment
In the Fall of 1978 a total of 231 students will be enrolled in the program: 73 seniors, 77 juniors and 81 freshmen. Of these, 15 will be career
mobility students, that is, licensed practical nurses admitted at the secondyear level. Two students are being readmitted and there is one transfer student from another diploma program. Sixty-six students have transfer credits.
There are 25 men enrolled, which is no change over the previous year.
There is, however, an 8% increase in the number of older students. There are
28 students in the 25 to 30 age group and 15 are older than 30.
Curriculum
The following courses were added to the Program of Studies:
Clinical Nutrition
Nutrition and Adults and Older Adults
Spiritual Care
Principles of Ethics
Topics in Pharmacology was increased from 12 to 24 hours and Nursing
Leadership from 54 to 108 hours.
St. Otto's Home in Little Falls was utilized by first-year students for
four mornings of clinical experience in a geriatric setting. This change was
evaluated positively by both students and faculty. The only negative factor.
in this arrangement is the 30-mile commuting distance.
A three-week course in Gerontological nursing was added.
Students have
21 hours of classroom instruction and 60 hours of clinical experience. According to an American Nurses Association executive committee survey of basic nursing education programs, only 14% have a course on gerontological-nursing in
their curricula.
Equipment and Physical improvements
Major items added to the Learning Resources are:
Complete human dissectable manikin
Two hemoglobinometers
Pt. simulator -- IM Hip
Anatomic Annie
A smoke detector system was installed to meet requirements of the State
Fire Marshall.
Alumnae
Two editions of the Alumnae Newsletter were published and circulated to
about 1500 alumnae for whom we have current addresses.
Both October and April alumnae luncheons were well attended. These will
be continued for as long as interest and attendance are maintained.
Financial Assistance to the School
A Federal capitation grant of $50,709.00 was awarded for support of the
educational program. Eligibility again depended upon maintaining the expanded enrollment of 1972 admissions and reporting on two school projects during
the 1977-78 school year. The projects related to
a. Ten enrolled students from disadvantaged backgrounds
b. Clinical training in long-term care facilities geographically remote from the main site of the school
66
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Summary of Financial Assistance to Students in 1977-78
Number
Amount
42
Nursing Student Loan Program
$ 39,075
5
Federal Nursing Scholarships
5,265
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant 76
74,701
5
4,800
Minnesota Board of Nursing Grant
Minnesota State Scholarship and
97
Grant-in-Aid Programs
80,625
5
1,000
Grace Weiss Halenbeck Scholarships
16
Variable
Veterans Programs (GI & Dep.)
4
2,732
Vocational Rehabilitation
2,255
10
State Work Study
70
107,646
Federally insured student loan
$318,099
RN Refresher Course
A 3-week RN Refresher Course was offered in March and in August. A
The enrollment was limited to 15 in
third is being planned for November.
Enrollment
The classes were filled to capacity.
March and 10 in August.
The plan is to engage one
limits are planned for groups of 10, 20, or 30.
The didactic material
clinical instructor for each group of 10 students.
has been and will continue to be taught by Rozann Reyerson, M.S.N., from
Mason City, Iowa.
Recommendations
1. Accept at least 10 students who come from socioeconomically
disadvantaged backgrounds so the school can meet a likely
requirement for a Federal Nursing Capitation Grant.

2. Cooperate with all significant efforts to form a unified
voice in favor of maintaining reasonable diversity in types
of nursing education, that is, those types that meet the
real needs of society in the area of health care.
3. To review the current content of nursing course for adequaNeurology, Oncology,
cy of emphasis on developing areas:
hospice living, Medical-Emergency Service and Crisis Pregnancy.
4. To continue work on implementing the conceptual framework adopted for the school curriculum.
5. To provide consultant assistance to faculty in the above
process for one or two days each quarter of the 1978-79
school year.
6. To explore alternatives for providing appropriate housing
for men students.

•

Sister Mary Jude Meyer, M.S.N.
Director, St. Cloud School of Nursing
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SOCIAL 5EKVIC.E. DEPRRTME-Wc
1977 - 1978
During the year 1977-78 the Social Service Department had a slight increase in monthly referrals. The previous average of 283 a month increased
to 295 a month. This is reflective of the Social Services continued involvement in all areas of the hospital.
The Social Service Department averaged
11 nursing home referrals a month.
It is interesting to note that as a result of our extended care facility closing in May our nursing home referrals
increased to 29 in May and 30 in June. It is felt that a substantial number
of patients who would have previously stayed on our ECF Unit . are now being
discharged for that period of care in a local nursing facility.
It is also of interest to note that
Vocational Rehabilitation have increased
52. It is nice to see that this resource
Public Health Nursing referrals increased
77 a month.

.

our referrals to the Department of
quite significantly to a total of
in our community is being utilized.
to a total of 933 or an average of

It is excellent to see the increased utilization of Social Services in
the hospital and it is felt that this will continue in the coming year due
to our continuing need for increased patient planning to include discharge
planning.
Social Services still provides consultation to 4 nursing homes in the
area. St. Joseph's was discontinued when St. Benedict's Center opened.
Social Services continued to have social work students from St. Benedict's College as well as from St. Cloud State University. These students
have been a pleasant experience for the Social Service Department and we
will continue to offer this kind of experience for social work students. The
Social Service Department continues to be involved in community education
and on several occasions has presented lectures to Social Work Education
Classes at our local educational institutions.
One of our primary objectives for the coming year is to provide a better Social Service orientation to personnel within the St. Cloud Hospital.
One of our goals is to develop a video tape which is descriptive of the
services that we have to provide. A second goal we have is to develop an
educational video tape related to nursing home services available within the
St. Cloud area. We would like to use this tape to help educate and orient
patients who are potential nursing home candidates.
The J.C.A.H. visited our department during its accreditation process
and was pleased with the Social Service Department's development.
At this
point in time they made no recommendations for Social Services.
They were
surprised that Social Services needs a doctor's referral for any type of involvement. It was felt that this is a limitation to good discharge planning
and in the coming year, to enhance discharge planning, I would like to positively explore the possibility of Social Services having an automatic referral throughout the hospital.
We continue to be pleased by the friendly cooperation of all disciplines within the hospital. Our group expression of coordination and teamwork is a complimentary experience for us as well as our patients.
ClaytoiS1 L. Skretvedt, A.C.S.W., Director of Social Services
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S R U.Ckt CARE DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978

Functioning as an integral part of the total patient care
program at St. Cloud Hospital, the Department of Spiritual Care
contributes to its vitality by utilizing the skills and industry
of the following department personnel: The Department Head who is
also full-time Catholic Chaplain, one full-time Protestant Chaplain (Lutheran), one full-time Associate Chaplain (Sister), one
part-time Catholic Chaplain, plus the sacristan, housekeeper, and
part-time organist. Secretarial services are provided by the Department of Administrative Office Services.

•

Members of this department contribute time and input to various hospital committees such as Hospital Week; Personnel Policy;
Institutional Review Board, which studies and approves the use of
research drugs used in the treatment of cancer; Health Apostolate;
and United Way. In addition, members present and participate in
programs for all hospital personnel which focus on Christian values and the Ethical and Religious Directives.
The transfer of retired Sisters from the Hospital Convent presents this department with an interesting challenge. A number of
the Sisters formed the essential nucleus of our Sister Visitor program. Because of their transfer they are no longer available to
Our plan is to recruit and train Sisters and laity with an
us.
This direction is in keeping
aptitude for this special ministry.
with the mind of the Church that the laity have a greater role and
involvement in the ministry of the Church.

O

ther John H. McManus, O.M.I.
Director, Department of Spiritual Care
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5Y5TEr15 DESIGN DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
A great number of things were accomplished last year. A partial list is
given below.
A. Routine Activities
1. We analyzed quality control reports every pay period and prepared quarterly summaries.
2. We analyzed incident reports every month.
During the last
year this activity was transferred to the Administrative Office Services Department.
3. We continued with the forms management program with additional savings of $4,100 per year.
Nursing Service Projects
1. 2 North staffing study was completed and recommendations were
made about their staff needs.
2. A similar study was done on 4 North.
3. We helped develop budgets of all nursing units.
4. We helped in revising nursing service quality control program.
Other Projects
1. A manpower study was completed for the Physical Therapy Department and a new productivity sheet was designed.
2. We helped the Respiratory Therapy Department with the reusables study and also helped them with the supply-expense budget.
,

3. We developed data on part time employee benefits to analyze
various alternatives.
4. We helped Wage and Benefits Department in the process of developing the supervisory job evaluation program.
5. We helped in the budget forecasting for the various departments of the hospital.
6. We analyzed the use of operating rooms by surgeons in order
to evaluate the block scheduling.
7. We finished record storage study.
The hospital will be installing movable shelving in the Archives.
8. The menu forecasting tool developed by us is being utilized
to predict food demand for every meal.
9. We finished the feasibility study for the x-ray biomedical
technician and a recommendation was made not to employ one at
this time.
'015
,..As
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10. EDP developed a report on a daily basis to analyze the admissions on the nursing units by each shift. This will be a valuable data base for future analysis.
11. We helped the Department of Planning to develop data base on
patient origin and also on long range projections.
12. We helped in the analysis of composing machines.
13. We finished the staffing study in the Medical Records Department and developed a new productivity sheet for them.
14. Two papers written by the Director of Systems Design will be
published by the Center for Hospital Management Engineering
of the American Hospital Association. One deals with manpower allocation for Nursing Service and the other deals with
dietary menu forecasting.
Projects Underway
1'. We are helping Anesthesia Department with their staffing need.
2. We are helping X-ray with their weekend staffing need.
3. We are also working on a cost containment program for the
whole hospital.

Arvind Salvekar
Director, Systems Design
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VOLUNTEERS
1977 - 1978
The Volunteer Department experienced growth and change during the past
year. We realized that each person brings something special to share, as
we "welcomed" and said "goodbye" to staff and officers.
Betty Rafenbuel, our new Home Delivered Meals Coordinator, reports
that Dietary is preparing an average of 90 meals a day for the elderly and
disabled. We work with approximately 1,000 volunteers from 22 area churches
and community organizations to make this service possible. The most recent
organization to join this volunteer effort is the Pine Grove Chapter of
Hadassah.
The Auxiliary activities were under the able leadership of Lorraine Weiler, President; Monica Daniel, President-Elect; Del Maslonkowski, Vice-President; Elsie Sand, Treasurer; Carol Mackinac, Recording Secretary; and Gini Pleticha, Corresponding Secretary.
The year began with a Membership Brunch attended by present and
prospective new members. In attendance were the three Co-Chairmen
of the Hospital Ball: Barbara Gerard, St. Cloud Hospital Auxiliary
Chairman;June Wolseth, St. Cloud Dental Wives;and Shirley Windschitl,
Stearns-Benton Medical Auxiliary.
The third Annual Hospital Ball, the Sno-Ball, held November 12
raised $8,500 toward the purchase of monitoring equipment for
the Special Procedures Suite in the Radiology Department.
Fruit Cake Chairman, Margy Kline, rallied her Auxiliary sales
team to net $2,000; and Pearl O'Link, Gift Shop Committee Chairman, and Marilyn Odenbreit, Gift Shop manager,presented a check
for $12,500.
Take a Volunteer to Lunch Bunch was an effort by 135 employees
from 34 patient care and support service areas to recognize our volunteers during National Volunteer Recognition Week in April. Sharing a lunch break allowed time to share information about the volunteer and employee'sjob at St. Cloud Hospital. It heightens our
awareness of the necessity for team effortin health care.
April 20th we celebrated the 20th Anniversary
of the Hospital Auxiliary. Sister Jameen honored
the Auxiliary with a return visit. to St. Cloud Hospital
as Guest of Honor. She shared special recognition with
Ruth Knevel, first Volunteer Director; .Rosalie Timmers,
first Candy-Striper Director; and Agnes Moeglein, Executive Secretary to the Auxiliary in its infancy.
A special committee chaired by Elsie Stotko and Bernice Landy assisted with planning and promotion and conducted the evening's program.
Auxiliary members were called upon to host two coffee
services for employees for the hospital's 50th Anniversar
Party and for National Hospital Week Observance. We wor
at the Blood Pressure Screening Clinic and staffed a Volunteer Information
Booth at Crossroads.
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A Reach to Recovery Volunteer Training and Recertification Workshop was
held for our volunteers working in the Mastectomy Rehabilitative Educational
Program.
It was a busy, productive year for our 230 adult volunteers as they provided 29,082 hours of service to patients and staff.
Junior Volunteer capping and awards ceremonies were held in January and
June with 115 teenagers recognized for providing more than 23,694 hours of
service, while increasing their awareness of health care career opportunities, and growing in maturity and respect for their fellowman. Fifty-two
girls were capped and 2 boys received badges for completion of 2 days orientation and more than 50 hours of training. The highest awards ever received
by Junior Volunteers, 2,000 hour awards, were given to Marie Batdorf and
Nancy Weyrens. Both girls will be going into the nursing profession.
Shirley Loso, Volunteer Coordinator
for our youth program, was proud of the
new Junior Volunteer Officers: Denice
Bohrer, President; Joyce Steichen, VicePresident; Mary Jorgenson, Secretary; and
Todd Kimlinger, Treasurer, who ably assisted with orientation and hosted the
award ceremony reception.

•

A candy sale, a raffle and two car
washes were held to raise funds for a mystery trip. Many rumors were laid to rest as we visited Children's
Hospitals in Minneapolis and St. Paul, toured the Airport and Fort
Snelling, attended the Guthrie and a special exhibit at the Walker
Art Museum before culminating our trip with an afternoon at Valley
Fair.
We again had a small group of student volunteers serving in Physical
Therapy, Occupational Therapy, and Recreational Therapy. We appreciate the
time given by these services to provide a view of their profession to these
aspiring students.
A special student from the Netherlands, Carolien Van Hiele, spent the
summer with us, volunteering and experiencing a first-hand view of health
care in rural America. Carolien is a 3rd year nursing student and really
appreciated her experience.
The Volunteer Department works in so many areas of St. Cloud Hospital,
we see first hand the superb cooperation and team spirit that exists. We
are proud to be able to contribute to that team effort.

•

C247464j
Mary Ives
Director of Volunteer Services
SANT CLOUD MOSPITAL
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WAGE AND BENEFITS DEPARTMENT
1977 - 1978
The Employee Health Service, a unit of the Wage and Benefits
Department, is continuing to grow and expand services to the hospital
and its employees. To meet employee health needs better, the Health
Service has reviewed, updated, and produced hospital procedures. It
has worked closely with the Infection Control Committee in developing
infection control guidelines to assist in preventing hazardous health
problems among the hospital personnel. This service underscores the
hospital's commitment to its responsibilities toward the welfare of
its most valuable resource, as well as providing new and resourceful
ways to hold down the increasing costs of a variety of mandated and
voluntary benefits.
This department finds it necessary to be involved in a broad
cross section of the hospital's activities. To be aware of the needs
of the hospital, as well as its personnel, the department takes an
active role in the Blood Donor Committee, Safety Committee, Retirement Party Committee, and United Way. We also have active memberships
in the American Society of Hospital Personnel Administration, St.
Cloud Area Personnel Association, Health Care Personnel Assdciation
of Minnesota, and the Twin Cities Area Health Nurses Association. The
committee involvement helps us to be more aware of the concerns and
the welfare of employees. The association involvement helps us to up
date our knowledge and provides us with the required background and
information regarding new principles and practices in the employeremployee relations area.
A brief and by no means total picture of accomplishments this
past year includes job descriptions and evaluations completed for department heads, nursing service supportive staff, and a number of
other departments, a management staff appeals policy added to the Policies and Procedures Manual, and 129 suggestions submitted between
January 1, 1977, and January 1, 1978. The 129 suggestions (of which
17 were adopted and awarded) substantially exceed the previous year's
total.

•

Although total personnel employed for the year was down, our activities increased.
Total compensation for fiscal 1977-78 was
$13,876,885, an increase of over 1 million dollars!
There were 309
accessions, 360 separations and 868 changes of status.
Although we
had a decline in accessions, the number of changes processed by the
department grew by 61/2%, which is one of the best indications of our
work load. Total employees in July of 1977 was 1489 and in June,1978,
there were 1449. "Total employees" includes all full-time, part-time,
and standby employees. It also includes employees who were terminated
or were on LOA but received compensation the last pay period of the
fiscal year.
The department continued its affiliation with St. Cloud State
University, providing responsible management training in personnel to
3 students. The students have found management positions in a variety
of fields including personnel. Locally, 2 personnel directors, a purchasing manager, and a department manager were interns here.
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The department's activities cover the spectrum of employee relations on a daily basis.
Recently a popular magazine contained an article projecting
the most and least needed professions in the 80's. Health Care and
personnel were described as being among the best opportunities.
What more could one ask for than to be working in Personnel in a
hospital!
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Manager, Wage anfi'w
:t.efits Department
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HOSPITAL HAPPENINGS
JULY
The Minnesota Hospital Association Rate Review Panel reviewed the 1977-78
rate schedule. The St. Cloud Hospital received unanimous approval to operate
within the budget it presented, including a 7% wage increase and an added
holiday.
July 11-15 was Youth Week for Home Delivered Meals.
Young people of the
community transported home-delivered meals instead of the adult volunteers.
Junior Volunteers participated in a feeding workshop coordinated by Jim
Painter. It was designed to give Junior Volunteers basic information about
the feeding process in preparation for their responsibilities on nursing units.
Arvind Salvekar's paper on Activity Projection Methodology was selected
by the Center for Hospital Management Engineering for presentation at its national convention in the fall.
Stephen Vincent, Ph.D., was welcomed as the Director of Psychology Services, replacing Richard Enter, Ph.D.
Paul Kurtz, Director of the AaC Unit, received special recognition at the
Freedom Fair Luncheon held in the hospital. Paul received a Certificate of
Achievement from the Minnesota Council of Health. The award recognizes Paul's outstanding contributions to the State of Minnesota in the field of health
care.
The Junior Volunteers held their second annual car wash to add to their
educational field trip fund. A raffle was another means of raising money for
the trip.
164 units of blood were donated at the Bloodmobile Clinic held at the
hospital.
AUGUST
The Pharmacy Department was remodeled by the addition of a new wall, extending their working space to the South Bank elevators. A new air conditioning system was also installed.
The former AHEC house was converted from an office building into living
quarters to be occupied by six Sisters who work at the hospital.
Sister Marlene Guggenberger of the Dietary Department was elected President-Elect of the Hospital Institution Educational Food Service Society for
the 1977-78 year.
Five students graduated from the St. Cloud Hospital's Medical Technology
program: Janet Peterson, Barb Goochy, Peggy Berres, Janet Frericks and Sherri
Paulson.
Connie Moline was elected Charter President of the Area D Society for Hospital Nursing Service Administrators (an affiliate of the A.H.A.).
The St. Cloud Hospital's Continuing Medical Education Program received a
Certificate of Accreditation by the Minnesota State Medical Association.
About 150 people attended the Cornerstone Blessing and Placing Ceremony
at St. Benedict's Center.
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Mrs. Lorraine Weiler was elected President of the St. Cloud Hospital
Auxiliary.
Seven Radiology students graduated from the Hospital's School of Radiologic Technology: Laurie Liestman, Diane Headley, Jay Lucas, Sue Sten, Gary
Hines, Debbie Olson and Carey Halvorson.
At the annual picnic for the hospital family, 2,375 meals were served;
6% barrels of beer and 140 gallons of pop were consumed.
SEPTEMBER
Gene S. Bakke, Executive Vice President, was elected to the Nominating
Committee of the American College of Hospital Administrators.
The hospital's School of Radiologic Technology received accreditation
from the American Medical Association.
Sister Paul Revier, Associate Administrator, was advanced to membership
status in the American College of Hospital Administrators.
Approximately 63 retired employees and guests attended a dinner in honor
of the retirees.
An Attitude and Morale Survey was conducted with a total of 1,070-employees participating.
A preliminary look at the results indicated that attitudes and morale are very good, and many employees suggested ways for improvement.
Approximately 330 persons participated in a fire and safety demonstration sponsored by the Safety Committee.
OCTOBER
October is Respect Life Month.
Respect Life programs were held for all
hospital personnel.
The theme of the programs was "Human Values are Good-In Christ They Are Perfected."
Members of the hospital's administrative staff were the first management
group to participate in a 240 hour Motivational Dynamics course. The course
was designed to improve the managers' management and communication skills.
The hospital began using a new electronic procedure for monitoring cardiac patients.
Nursing Service held its quarterly Nursing Grand Rounds program.
The
presentation dealt with the handling of a diabetic patient with multiple
fractures.
The hospital's new Development Council held its first meeting. Twentythree community leaders attended the meeting which was chaired by Mr. Edward
A. Zapp, Sr.

•

The hospital provided care and treatment for about 20 mock casualties
during the annual community disaster drill.
St. Cloud Hospital signed a contract for the purchase of a computerized
axial tomography (CT) scanner, the largest outlay for a single piece of
equipment in its history, $625,000. The machine will be delivered in August
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or September, 1978, and will be the only such machine in central Minnesota.
Sister Henrita Osendorf, Chairman of the Board of Trustees for 16 years,
left the Board and was recognized for the many contributions she made to the
hospital.

•

The St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association presented
the school with a gift of $300 to be used by the schoolt Audiovisual Learning
Resources Center. The donation has been set aside toward the purchase of an
educational film on psychiatric nursing.
NOVEMBER
Hospital department heads and the Administrative Council members attended a planning retreat at the Spring Hill Conference Center in Wayzata.
The hospital Safety Committee presented several sessions including a
slide presentation on fire safety. The programs were very well attended.
17 pharmaceutical companies displayed the latest in their company's products at the hospital's Pharmacy Fair.
"Learn to be a Lifesaver" was the theme of Emergency Medical Services
Week, November 12 to 19.
The St. Cloud Hospital Development Council elected David Daniel, Sylvester Janochoski, Henry Mareck and Mrs. Judy Wyne to its Executive Committee.
More than 650 persons attended the third annual hospital ball,"Sno-Ball,"
at the Germain Hotel.
The Social Services Department celebrated its 10th anniversary with coffee and cookies and an opportunity for employees not familiar with the department to ask questions.
DECEMBER
Area hospital utilization review coordinators met at St. Cloud Hospital
to gain information regarding the Professional Standard Review Organizations.
Sister Consilia Nesges, O.S.B., Patient Librarian and caretaker of the
"Friendship" garden, celebrated her 91st birthday. She has been associated
with the hospital since 1928.
More than 100 nurses attended the Nursing Education Health Care Forum
held in the Hoppe Auditorium.
An all-day seminar on nosocomial infections was presented by well-known
experts in the field. The seminar was very well attended by doctors, nurses
and others.
The Postanesthesia Recovery Room won the Christmas decorating contest.
The Maintenance Department received honorable mention. The nursing traveling
trophy was won by 6 North Nursing Unit.
St. Cloud Lion's Club donated sixty door wreaths for participants in the
hospital's Home Delivered Meals Program.
"November," a poem by Father Stangl appeared in the Winter 1977 issue of
"Thanatos Journal. "
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In cooperation with the American Hospital Association, St. Cloud Hospital held an informational campaign dealing with rising health care costs.
The campaign focused on the cost of a hospital stay versus the services the
consumer receives. Mr. Bakke submitted an editorial to the St. Cloud Times.
JANUARY
A three-part Communications Workshop was held in the hospital. Employees explored communication problems and skills as they apply to their
job.
Chaplain Richard Tetzloff was selected to participate in the American
Protestant Hospital Association National Seminar on education of clergy for
serving the aging.
Sister Emerama Wewers celebrated her 100th birthday on January 15 at
St. Benedict's Convent. Sister Emerama was associated with the St. Cloud
Hospital from 1922 to 1955.
Sister Georganne Burr, Associate Chaplain, completed 100 hours of
training at the Veterans Hospital and is now certified in Adlerian Psychology through the College of St. Benedict.
Six Dietetic Trainees began their one-year program of study and work
experience at St. Cloud Hospital.
A new Hewlett-Packard computer arrived to replace the 8-year-old Burrough's computer in the Data Processing Department.
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Harold Windschitl, M.D., was appointed Chief of Staff-elect to succeed
Robert Koenig, M.D., who resigned from the position.
FEBRUARY
A portion of the Northwest lobby's carpeting was replaced with new
tile.
St. Cloud Hospital participated in the "Health Awareness Festival"
sponsored by St. Cloud State University Health Services. Marlene Schroeder
presented the "Heimlich Maneuver." Betty Turck coordinated a booth dealing
with child abuse. Another booth displayed information on smoking and drug
abuse.
Gene S. Bakke, Executive Vice President, was interviewed onWJON' ,_s
Focus 45 program on February 15. He discussed various aspects of health
care costs and the development of St. Cloud Hospital.
On February 15 St. Cloud Hospital began its 50th Anniversary celebration. Employees were served coffee and birthday cake in the Personnel Dining Room. Ozzie Brixius was honored for 37 years of service to the hospital. Sister Consilia Nesges was honored for being one of the first nuns to
serve at the hospital. The Personnel Dining Room was decorated with ballons and streamers and an exhibit depicted the historical development of
the hospital. An ecumenical service was conducted in the chapel in honor
of the Anniversary.
The Auxiliary conducted a Silent Auction White Elephant Sale. Proceeds
were presented to the Coronary Care Unit in honor of Heart Month.
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The annual Board of Trustees' retreat was held at the King's House Retreat
Center in Buffalo. The theme was "Forming Christian Community for Healing."
The fourteenth Annual St. Cloud Hospital Credit Union meeting was held on
February 17 at the Elks Lodge clubrooms. Seven officers were elected at this
meeting: Jim Lange, Supervisory Committee Chairperson; Art Hoffarth, Credit
Committee Chairperson; Richard Tetzloff, Director; Bob Morford, Director; Jane
Ceynar, Director; Larry Olson, Director; and Tom Zenner, Credit Committee.

•

A Health Apostolate Committee was appointed under the chairmanship of Mike
Becker. This committee will concern itself with the witness and apostolic effectiveness of St. Cloud Hospital as a Catholic hospital.
The College of St. Benedict's baccalaureate degree program in nursing was
accredited for eight years by the National League for Nursing.
Scholarships of $125 each were presented to Janeen Madsen and Barb Weber,
St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing students, by the 40 & 8, a fund-raising
chapter of the American Legion.
Edward A. Zapp, Sr. accepted the position as Chairman of the St. Cloud Hospital Development Council. Sy Janochoski is Vice Chairman.
Jeanne Griffin, a senior at the St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing, won
a $1,000 scholarship from the Minnesota League for Nursing for writing an essayentitled, "Cancer Nursing--Today's Implications."
MARCH
March 5 through 11 was National Nutrition Week. A variety of events were
carried out to promote nutritional awareness on the part of the public.
Sister Colleen Haggerty and Jeff Blair were guest speakers on WJON's Focus
program on March 8. The topic was the hospital's development program.
Fifteen non-practicing nurses attended an R.N. refresher program conducted
by the School of Nursing.
Ten St. Cloud area florists donated enough flowers for all St. Cloud Hospital patients on March 9. The day was set aside as Patient Recognition Day, in
honor of the hospital's 50th Anniversary.
Thirteen teachers from seven local elementary schools visited the hospital
for Business Education Day.
The annual Board of Trustee-Medical Staff dinner was held. Sister Henrita
Osendorf, a trustee for 16 years, and Sister Rita Budig who served for three
years, were recognized as former trustees. Dr. S. Koop, the past Chief of Staff
and Dr. Carl Thuringer, a Medical Staff member for 25 years, were also honored
guests.
March 19 - 25 was National Poison Prevention Week--the theme:"Children Act
Fast. . .So Do Poisons."
Fran Landwehr accepted the Directorship of the Anesthesia Department which
was vacated by Eileen Stafford.
A workshop entitled, "Alcoholism, Everyone's Problem," was presented in
the auditorium for all employees, volunteers and their families.
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APRIL
Medical Laboratory Week was April 9 - 15.
ence Serving You."

The theme--"Laboratory Sci-

Several departments conducted tours of their areas in honor of the hospital's 50th Anniversary to give hospital personnel an opportunity to learn
more about other departments.
St. Benedict's Center was formally blessed and dedicated by Bishop Geo.
Speltz on April 12. An open house for all hospital personnel, students,
auxiliary and their families was held on April 15. The public was invited to
tour the Center on April 16.
The hospital's Rehabilitation Center conducted a day-long workshop for
66 area nursing homes and public health personnel from the five-county area
including Stearns, Benton, Sherburne, Meeker and Mille Lacs counties.
Four new Tel-Edisette recorders were installed in the Medical Records
Department and twenty new input units with touch talk sensors were placed for
use at the dictation stations.
MAY
A new sibling visitation program was implemented which will permit family members under the age of 12 to visit in the Maternity Unit.

•

May was designated Senior Citizen Month by the Catholic Hospital Ass'n.
The theme of National Hospital Week, May 7 to 13, was "Hospitals Wish
You Well." Activities included display exhibits at Crossroads along with diabetes and hypertension screening; two radio programs, one by Dr. Hans Engman
and Virginia Zenner, R.N., on the hypertension and diabetes screenings; and
the other by Sister Luke on activities of National Hospital Week. The Volunteer Department sponsored a coffee break for employees and a prayer service
was held in the Auditorium.
Operation of the Skilled Nursing Facility (CCNC Unit) was discontinued
on May 13, 1978. All the personnel on the unit were transferred to different
areas in the hospital.
Three hospital personnel assisted in programs or exhibits at the Upper
Midwest Hospital Conference.
The Spiritual Care Department' honored its 13 volunteers with a ceremony
at which recognition pins were awarded.
WJON conducted a live radio broadcast from the Personnel Dining Room as
an event of the hospital's 50th Anniversary.
The March of Dimes presented Amy Van Nurden a shawl because she was the
first baby born during National Healthy Baby Week.

•

Two representatives of the St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company
surveyed the hospital and reviewed policies, procedures and activities. The
survey's aim is reduction of patient and employee incidents.
The 68th class of the School of Nursing held its graduation ceremony at
In honor of the 50th Anniversary, members of
St. Paul's Church on May 27.
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the 1928-31 class (the first group of students to complete their full three
years of training at St. Cloud Hospital) was invited to attend the graduation of
the 70 seniors. Dr. Robert H. Wick, a member of the Board of Trustees, addressed
the group; Bishop George H. Speltz awarded the diplomas and gave a congratulatory
message.
Jan Schnabel, 4 South R.N., husband Eugene and son Paul received special Certificates of Community Service from the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce for
their First Aid service to the St. Cloud Area.
The St. Cloud Hospital received congratulations from the St. Cloud Area Council for the Handicapped for meeting requirements for certification of accessibility to the handicapped.
JUNE
Jerry Kneusel, Head Chef, was honored in recognition of his 30 years of service to St. Cloud Hospital.
New officers for the Junior Volunteer Program were elected: Denise Bohrer,
President; Joyce Steichen, Vice President; Mary Jorgenson, Secretary, Shirley
Loso, Junior Volunteer Coordinator; Todd Kimlinger, Treasurer.
Thirteen Operating Room Technician students from the St. Cloud Area Vocational/Technical Institute began their clinical training at the hospital.
According to a comparison published in the Minneapolis Tribune on June 4,
1978, it costs less to be a patient at St. Cloud Hospital than at any other major
Minnesota hospital.
Members of the Board of Trustees, Medical Staff and Administration attended
the Catholic Hospital Assembly meeting in New Orleans. The topic of the meeting
was "Health Ministry in Transition."
Representatives of the Minnesota Department of Health licensing division were
at St. Cloud Hospital on June 13 to inspect the 3 Northwest Unit as one of the
final steps for its relicensure as an AgC Unit.
The capping and awards ceremony for the Junior Volunteers was held on June 19.
Awards for the greatest number of hours ever accumulated by any Junior Volunteer
at St. Cloud Hospital were presented to Marie Batdorf and Nancy Weyrens, each of
whom volunteered more than 2,000 hours.
The new officers of the Board of Trustees are Sister Katherine Howard, President; Dr. Paul Moran, Vice President; Father Daniel Taufen, Secretary; and Dr.
Robert Wick, Treasurer.
Dr. Harold E. Windschitl succeeded Dr. Roger A. Rovelstad as Chief of the
Medical Staff; Dr. Thomas L. Cress is Chief of Staff-elect and Dr. L.V. Dahlquist
is secretary.
The fiscal year ended with a survey by the Joint Commission on Accreditation
on June 28, 29 and 30.
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Gene Bakke Executive Vice President

S-TAFF

Mrs. Sally Grabuski, R.N.
Continuing Education

Sister Paul Revier
Associate Administrator, Patient Care
Services and Division of Medical
Support Services

Jeff Blair, Development and
Community Relations
Mrs. Mary Schoffman, R.D.

Sister Rita Budig,
Administrator, St. Benedict's Center

Mike Patton

Michael Becker, Assistant Adm.
Division of Rehabilitation and Counseling Services

ECG and EEG

Mrs. Betty Turck, R.N.
Emergency-Outpatient
Mrs. Pauline Page

Sister Colleen Haggerty, Asst. Adm.
Division of Planning and Development
Services

Employment

John Seelhammer Engineering Services
Ralph Vasek
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Dietary

Housekeeping

Harry J. Knevel, Assistant Adm.
Division of Nursing Services

Claude Przybilla,M.T.(ASCP) Laboratory

John Seckinger, Assistant Adm.
Division of Fiscal and General

Sister Mary Schneider, R.R.A.
Medical Records

Sam Wenstrom, Assistant Adm.
Division of Personnel Services

Jean Laudenbach, O.T.R. Mental Health
Mrs. Constance Moline, R.N.
Nursing Service

Dr. Robert J. Cumming, Director
Continuing Medical Education
Robert G. Engelhart & Co.
Kevin Hughes

Sister Mary Ellen Machtemes, R.N.
Operating Room

Auditors

Legal Counsel

Roger Buchholz

Pharmacy

Sister Luke Hoschette

Planning
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DEPARTMENT HEADS

Stephen Vincent

Psychology
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Ronald Spanier

Accounting

Harold Affeldt, R.T.

Radiology

Paul S. Kurtz Addiction Center

Earl Pederson

Mrs. Agnes Moeglein
Administrative Office Services

Sister Mary Jude Meyer, R.N.
School of Nursing

Sister Marion Sauer, R.N. Admissions

Clayton Skretvedt

Mrs. Fran Landwehr

Father John McManus, O.M.I.
Spiritual Care

Wayne Lauermann

Anesthesia

Social Service

Business Office

411 Maynard D. Lommel
Central Purchasing
and Materials Management
Terence Heinen

Rehabilitation

Arvind Salvekar
Mrs. Mary Ives

Data Processing

ToM Fillenworth
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